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Young Wild West and the Half Breed Trailc1
OR, THE WHITE FLOWER OF THE UTES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Halfbreed Trailer Meets
Young Wild West.
Young Wild West and his friends wern camped
on the bank of the Escalante river, in Southern
Utah, late one afternoon in the early spring, a
few years ago, when that part of the country
could really be called the wild West. The day
had been a fine one, and now near its close the
boy, who was so well known as the Champion
Deadshot of the West, was preparing to take it
easy until morning dawned.
Wild, as he was called by his friends and acquaintances, had ventured into Utah merely for
the purpose of looking up something in the line
of adventure. It had become a sort of second
nature to him to look for peril and excitement,
and he was never better satisfied than when he
was on the trail of renegade Indians, or helping
to hunt down outlaws and other men of a villainous type, wh-0, at the time of which we .write,
were scattered about the West, especially in
those parts where law and order did not exist,
and v.here the better class of the citizens had to
ta:ke the law into their own hands.
Though he was but a boy, our hero had made
a name for himself that few have dared to even
claim. His coolness and daring were unsurpassed,
while his skill with a "gun" or rifle could hardly
be equalled. It made no diffe1·ence whether he
was shooting at a mark, hunting for game, or
:facing a foe who were bent on killing him, when
he fired a shot it always went true to the mark.
Being the owner of paying gold mines, and having an income that allowed him plenty, he could
·well afford to pursue his favorite vocation of riding a.bout the vast territory called the wild West
in search of stirring scenes. For the two years
previous to the opening of this story he had
done little else, and the adventures he passed
through have been pretty well recorded.
His two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the scout,
and Jim Dart, a boy of about his own age, alwavs went with him as did his sweetheart, golden-haired Arietta M~rclock; Anne, the wife of the
scout and Eloise Gardner, wl10 was known to be
the ;weetheart of Jim Dart. The three girlsthey always called them "girls," though Cheyenne
Charlie's wife had reached the quarter century
mark-had become so used to the open-air life
and the perils met with that they had become
hardened to it, so to speak.
Arietta, however, had been born and reared in

Wyoming, and been able to sha:ot accurately ~th
both rifle and revolver, and nde a horse, smce
she was a mere child. She had been taught that
it was right to shoot an Indian when he had his
war paint on, and was making war on settlers,
and her courage in times of danger was equal to
that of the average man or boy of the West.
Anna and Eloise had been just about long enough
in the West to get themselves accustomed to its
dano·ers, and they, too, could handle firearms and
ride°bronchos with no little skill.
The ~un was nearing the line of the western
horizon as we find them camped on the river bank
in a snug little spot that was hidden on all sides
by trees and bushes, save that which fronted the
muddy stream. The two Chinamen employed by
Wild and his friends had just put the tents up for
the night, and now Wing, the cook, ~·as starting
a fire to prepare the evening meal. Wing was
just a common, everyday heathen, such as are
found in the mining camps of the West. He had
once tried to be a '\sport, all.ee samee Melican
man," but when his brother Hop showed up and
got in the limelight, he took a back seat, for
Hop was one of the most clever Celestials that
ever sailed across the wide Pacific.
He was typical of his race, as far as appearances went, but when we say he ~-as a clever
magician, and one of the smartest card sharps
that ever shuffled a deck, we are not exaggerating one bit. Added to this, he was a lover of
practical joking, and liked whisky, which he always called "tanglefoot," having heard that name
applied to it soon after striking· the shores of
To look at the two, you
the United States.
would never have thought there was much in the
line of intelligence about either of them; but that
is where a mistake \\·oul<i have been made. Hop
was more than intelligent--he ;,.-as resourceful
The
and always ready to meet any condition.
-s moke from the campfire was now curling straight
upward, for there was scarcely a breath of air ·
stirring. Young Wild West looked at it and
shook his head.
, "If there happens_to be a redskin near enough
to see that smoke, you can bet that we'll hear
from them to-night," he observed. "But I hardly think they are so close by aa all that."
"You can't tell about that, Wild," said Jim
Dart, as he walked over and joined them. "Just
because we have not seen any Indian si!l,'ns doesn't
mean that there are "1.o Indians about."
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"That is true enough, Jim. But I reckon we'll
take the chancf!s to-night. \l,e haven·t an.<·thing
to eat that is cooked, and I am pretty hungry.
Wing can cook enough meat for breakfast, too,
and then, if we think it not safe to make a fire
we can drink cold coffee along ,vith it."
Meanwhile the supper was fast getting ready,
for Wing, the cook, was a hustler when he took
the notion, and he seemed to be in that humor
now. As the sun was about half below the distant ridge the meal was ready, so they lost no
time in sitting down to it. They had just about
finished eating when Hop Wah, the clever Chinaman, called our hero's attention to the river.
Wild looked down and saw a canoe ch'ifting- down
with the sluggish current, apparently empty.
It was a birch-bark can·oe, quite large enough
to hold four, and had undoubtedly been made by
the hands of redmen. The craft had just rounded
a bend in the river, and as the channel ran in
pretty close to the bank just there, the canoe
drifted in quite close.
"I reckon we'll pull her in," said Cheyenne
Charlie, as he took a bite from a plug of tobacco
and went for his lariat. "Maybe we won't have
no use for it, but the1·e ain't no use in lettin' ther
canoe drift on down the river."
"All right, Charlie. Show us how you can
catch it the first time you try," Wild observed.
The scout soon had his rope ready. Then he
waited for the canoe to come nearer. In a couple
of minutes it was within easy reach. of his rope,
and then the flexible horsehair lariat whirled
through the air. Down came the noose directly
over the fonvard end, and then Charli_e began
pulling the camoe gently, toward the. bank. Then
it was that something happened that gave them
all a surprise. A man suddenly sat bolt upright
in the bottom of the frail craft and looked at
them.
He v,as a young man, too, and the practiced
eyes of Young- Wild West and his partners saw
that he was a halfbreed lndian . But his face
was hardly that of a villain, and was more characteristic of the white man. He gave a nod, and
then took hole! of the lariat.
"Pull me in," he s,aid, in excellent English.
"I knew you \'.ere here, and I tried to drift on by.
But I am a friend to all honest \\'bite people, and
I will stop and talk ,\ith you."
"All right, stranger," our hero answered. "I
re<'kon you have got an honest face on you.
Pull him in, Charl:e."
The scout gaye a nod, a11Cl soon had the prow
of the canoe against the bank. The halfbreed
i,tepped out and showed himself to be a fine specimen of manhood. He was attired in a hunting
rnit that was well worn, but neat, and armed
with a brace of six-sh0oters and a hunting knife.
Jn the canoe Jay a rifle.
·
"I am Joe Dell, the ],alfbreed," he sai<l, taking
off his hat. "My fa:l e;· wns a squaw man, so
that explains it. Vi'hile I loved my mother, who
is now dead, I somehow drifted to my father's
people, and in my wa:,•c; and t1.1stes I am like the
white man. My father is 'also dead, i:,o I am
fighting life'·s oottle alone, for I have no brothers
or sisters."
''Well, I reckon you'll make out all right," Wild
retorted. "Sillf'e you hav~told us who you axe,
1

I'll let ,·ou know who we are. I am Young Wild
West, and these are m:,• friends."
The halfbreed nodded.
"I was quite sure you were Young Wild West,
the great boy deadshot," he declared. "I have.
heard much about vou, and have heard those who
have met you cleBcrihe you. I am glad to meet
you, Yo1mg Wild West. It may be that you can
help me in my quest. I know you always try to
help those who need it; and I know you don't
like bad Indians."
"Well, if you will let me know what you want
to be helped in, maybe we can do something for
you."
"I want you to help me find the white flower of
the Utes. She is a white maiden, who has been
living w-ith the Utes for the past six years,
against her will. A week ago it was voted by the
tribe that lives in the mountains to the north of
here that she should be allowed to return to her
people; but, hearing of it, some of the bad ones
living on the reservation set out and captured
her. Thev now have hei-, and are on the warpath.
I have started in their trail, and I '1',on't stop
till I find her. I met the White Flower once, and
I promised to take her back to her people. It
was through my efforts that the chief of the
small tribe, Red Buffalo, caused her freedom to
be given her.
"But old Elk Hoof, the reformed chief, who had
his home on the reservation, heard about it, and
he decided to break away and capture the White
Flower of the Utes, as she is called. While he
and his forty followers are liable to be shot by
the troops for deserting, and putting on the war
paint, they did it solely to obtain possession of
the white maiden, for they seem to think that she
was a sort of offering- from the Great Spirit, as
they call the Ruler of the Universe, and that so
long as the Utes kept her with them peace would
reign between them and the palefaces. But I am
on the trail of Elk Hoof and his braves, Young
Wild West, and if you can help me, I will gladly
have you to. I am not ashamed to say that the
White Flower loves me, and that I am going to
make her my wife. She loves me, even though
my mother was a Ute."
The young man waxed eloquent toward the last
of his remarks, and the girls listened to him with
silent admiration. It is hardlv necessary to state
that Young Wild \Vest was greatly interested in
what Joe Dell said. Nothing would suit him.
better than to help rescue the white girl from the
band of viJlainous redskins.
"Come and have something to eat, Joe Dell,"
he said, in his cool and easy way. "I reckon you
must be a bit hungry."
"Thank you; I will accept your invitation,
Young Wild \Vest."
Even Cheyenne Charlie, who had a dis1ike for
Indian r!ood, as a rule, felt kindly toward the
halfbreerl. ]fat he had made a study of human
natn,·e pretty well, in his roue-h way, and he
could not help puttinp; Joe Dell down as one ,\rho
was as "straight as a string," as he afterward
said. vVing, the cook, quickly fixed up something
for the stranger, and he ate heartilv. He talked
too, but there was little to be gleaned from what
he said beyond the statement he had already
made.
"What is the name of the White Flower of the
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Utes ?" Arjetta asked, for she was deeply interested, and an."'C:ious for the girl's release, as well.
"Madeline Peterson, and she is but seventeen,"
was the quick reply. "Her father was a second
lieutenant, and was slain after the battle of
Little Big Horn, along with General Custer.
Soon after that her mother came to Durango,
and it ·was on the way that the Utes surprised
the wagon train and captured the girl, who was
then only eleven years of age, and since that
time she has been held by the tribe, with ver),
few knowing of it, beyond the Utes themselves.
"When I learned that there was a white maiden
who was almost revered by the tribe, but yet held
a captive by them, I set out to find her. I found
her, but I could not bring her with me when I
eame back. I was there long enough to win her
love and confidence, however, and now I mean
to ,s ave -her or die in the attempt. I am on the
trail of the villain, Elk Hoof, and I will keep
. going until I have accomplished my purpose."
"Good for you, Joe!" exclaimed the scout. "I
i-eckon yer couldn't have met any one better than
Young Wild West ter help ye1· out. He's ther
boy what always wins. Whoopee! Hooray!"
Charlie let out a yell that awoke the echoes,
and it had scarcely died out when the war whoop
of Indians sounded on the river.

CHAPTER ll.-'l' he Inrlians Are Put to Flight.
"Get to cove1·, everybody!" exclaimed Young
Wild We;:t. "The redskins are coming!"
"There are but four of them, and they are
.after me," said Joe Dell, nodding to our hero.
"Let the ladies ge~ behind the trees, so they will
be :cafe. If the Utes ,shoot, I will shoot."
Then the halfbreed ran quickly to the canoe,
regardle;-;,; of the fac·t that he might e)cpof'e himself to the fire of the Indians, and got his rifle.
But Yotmg Wild West and his partners wel'e
there almost as soon as he was, the girls and the
Chinamen taking to cover. Our friends quickly
pulled the canoe upon the bank, and they had
barely done so \vhen another canoe came around
the bend. There were four painted braves in it,
and they were armed to the teeth. Joe Dell
gave a nod.
.. 1 thought so," he said, as he c1·ouched behind
sollle bu1:;hes with Wild and his partners. "They
found that I was on the trail, and they dropped
back ~-0 they might follow me and put an encl to
me. But I was expecting them. No\\' let them
go ahead."
B ut the Indians were not heading for that side
of the river. It was evident that they had heard
Che,-enne Charlie's yell, and that they had mistaken it; for a yell of defiance from the Halfbreed
Trailer. But, just the same, they were going to
be cautious about meeting him.
'·f:oys," said our hero to hi:< partners, "I reckon we'll ~ink that canoe. Shoot just belo\Y the
water line.·•
The wol'ds were scarceh· out 0£ his mouth
when three 1·ifles began cracking. The bullets
went right where they we1·e intended, too, am!
w·ht:n each had fired three ~hot~ the c:.,inoe containing the_ four Ute,: was seen to be settling.
Jue Dell laughed aloud "-t this.
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"Good!" he exclaimed, in a low tone. '·That
surprised them, I think."
The four painted braves were badly rattled at
the unexpected treatment they had received from
the sho1·e, but they had not time to return the
shots. The water poured into the frail craft as
though it were a sieve, and in less than a minute
down it went, leaving the redskins floundering in
the water. But it happened that it was not over
thefr heads there, and they started for the opposite bank as fast as they could go, holding their
firearms over their heads.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the halfbreed derisively·.
"Go on and tell Elk Hoof that Joe Dell is on his
trail. Elk Hoof is marked for death, and so are
all his braves, Hurry, you cow8.l'ds!"
But it was not necessary to tell the four redskins to hurry. They were floundering through
about three feet of water now, and their one desire was to get out of the river. They reached
the bank aud then went scampering for the
brush like so many half-drowned rats.
"There they go!". said Ch8.l'!ie. "I reckon they
ain't goin' ter come back, without a whole lot
with 'em. That volley ye let go inter ther blamed
old canoe made 'em understand that there was
more than one here."
"That's right, Charlie," answered our hero.
"Hop, co1ne he1•e."
"Allee light, Misler Wild!" came the immediate
reply, in a piping tone of voice, and the Chinaman crone from behind the trees and hurried to
the bank.
"Did you see the redskin drop his rifle when I
fired, Hop?" the dashing young· deadshot asked.
''Yes, Misler Wild; me allee samee see."
"All right, then. Take the canoe and 0o-o and
get it."
"Me go allee samee pletty quickee, so be."
Joe Dell helped him get the canoe in the water.
It was quite likely that he would rather go himself than .trust t11e canoe to the Chinaman but
he ~lid not s_ay an_y thing. Bllt when he saw'Hop
begm handlmg the paddle with no little skill he
'
nodded and said:
''The Chinee does know how to paddle a canoe."
"Oh, ther heathen kin paddle his own canoe,
an' ther canoes of others, too, I reckon," retorted
the scout, with a grin. "That pig-tailed 0o·aloot is
all wool an' a yard wide, with a double row of
braid around him. Don't make no mistake about
him, Joe Dell."
The sun had disappeared by this time and
twilight vrns coming on. Hop soon landed on
the other side and got the gun, and then he came
across the stream, using the paddle on onh• one
side of the canoe, and ~wift!y at that.
"Hello! A Springfield, eh.?" said Wild, as he
took the rifle from him. "Quite a clangerous "·eapon, T must say. If Elk Hoof"s bt·aves are a 11
armed with them, they will be able to do some
shooting at long range."
"Ye.s, but they won't be apt to hit any one,
unless it's by accident," put in the ;scout.
"Oh, the chances are th~t some of them a1·e
old hands, Charlie. I wouldn't underestimate
them, if I \\'ere you."
"Unde1·estirnate is good, Wild. I kin guess
what yer mean by it; but I don't exactly know
thcr word. If I had seen it in print, I mighr
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:iiave thought it was some new-fangled machinery
fur a· niinin' camp." ·
·
·
·
There was a smile_ all around at this sally
the· scout's. The girls had come from • the c:over
of the trees before this, and when they remembered that he had once purchased a dictioiiar~· for
the sole purpose of studying all the big words
in it, they could not help laughing. But Cheyenne Charlie was all right, and that w'a,s all
th ere was to it.
"Well, Joe, do you think the red galoots will
come back to-night?" Wild asked, as they went
to the camp, after the canoe had been hauled upon
the bank again.
"Maybe•to SP?, but not to fight," was t he reply. "Elk Hoof is too far down the river for the
four braves to get to him and come back to-night.
I hardly think they will come back. They will
be likely to go right on down the r iver until
they strike the trail t-0 the place Elk Hoof i
heading for."
"Well, if they come back, I reckon we'll be
ready for them," and the young deadshot nodded
as though he was quite sure of that part of it.
"I reckon we'll do a little fixin' up now," remarked the scout. "Jest fetch me an ax, Hop."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the reply, and
.the ax was quickly forthcoming.
. Jim quickly got the other ax they had , with
them, and then both began cutting down a tree.
W h ile thi,s was going on, Hop got close to the
~uest of the camp.
"You vellv nicee man, so be," he ventured.
"Do vou think so?" the Halfbreed Trailer ,asked, for ·he was well enough educated to know that
the Chjnaman was flattering him, probably for
some purpo ~e.
"Yes; me likee you. Me allee :samee helpee
yo11 find um Whitee Flower of um Utes."
"Tbank vou."
But Dell acted as though 11e did not think he
would be of very muC"h ;issistance. Ho-p noticed
this and grinned.
"Me v,ellv smartee Chinee," he observed; "me
gottee un~le in China · whaittee velly muchee
11martee, and me alle same like him."
· • "Well, T have heard that you are a very clever
one. What can you do?"
The halfbreed. was filling his pipe just then, and
Hop took hold of it, saying as he did so:
"Ve1ly nicee pipe, so be; me no smokee pipe;
me al lee ~amee smokee um ciga1·."
He pressed something in the bowl of the . pipe
witr out the man seeing him, and then he calmly
produced a cigar from · one of his many pockets
and lighted it. Joe Dell finished filling the pipe,
and then he strnck a match and lighted it.
"Comee over by um fire, so be," suggested
Hop. "Me showee you um velly nicee liliee tlic'!c."
"All right," was the reply. "Go ahead with
your trick. I have been to a few ,shows in my
time, for I have lived as the white man does,
and I have tried to learn and see all I could."
He sat down before the fire, which was burning
brightly, and the next minute he gave a ,,iolent
start and took the pipe from his mou,t h, No wonder he was surprised, for what seemed to be a
quivering worm was co1uing from the very fire
in the pipe. Dell uttered a cry of .alarm and
dropped the pipe.
"Whattee mattee '/!' asked Hop innocently. ,

of

''Didn't you see. that?_" asked the trailer.
,
"Me no see sometling. You allee samee Yelly,
muchee pale; maybe, so be, you see um ·snakee."
Then from one of his pockets he drew a wrig~
gling rattlesnake and thrust it under the man's
nose. It was only a rubber imitation, but it was
even more than the halfbreed could understand,
and he fairly turned a back somersault and got
. upon hi s feet.
·
·
"What's the matter here?" called out our hero;
as he ran up. "Dell, I reckon th.e clever Chinaman has been playing a trick on you."
"V\Tell, if it was a ,t rick, it was a very good one,
though I can't say that I like it, for all that.
When I see a \1vorm crawling- from my lighted
pipe, and then have a live rattler pushed under
my nose, it is time to · get out of the way, 1
think"
But when our hero had managed to explain to
him that the Chinaman was noted for such
stricks, he took it good-natu r edly, and he was not
slow to declare that Hop was quite righ t when
he said he was "velly smart."

CHAPTER UL-What Happen ~d to the Four
Utes .

The trees were soon chopped down by Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, and then they were cut
into lengths that could be handled and placed so
as t~l form a barricade. Young Wild West really
thought it was simply work for nothing, for he
did not believe the four Utes would have the
nerve to come and attack the camp, and from
what the Halfbreed Trailer said, the main band
of the Indians were miles away. But there was
nothing like being on the safe side, and all it
co!'t was a little labor on the part of the scout
an<l Dart. Joe Dell bad decided to remain with
them oYernig·ht, he declaring that be was i;oing
on down the river in his canoe the first thing in
the morning,
"I have no horse," he said. "But I can get one
when the time comes. E1k Hoof 1,as verv :few
ponies, tu1. More than half of his braves are
using c:mc-es to get to the hiding place tber are
trying to reach. They will stick to the river for
another day, at least, and then those who haYe
no p,mies will climb the mountain on foo t . You
can ride along the river at an easy gait, and 2s
I have the current with me, I will nearly keep up
with you. I can make a light canoe go swiftly."
"I reckon yo1,1'll be able to keep up with us all
Tight," answered ouT hero. "We have to go
rather slow on account of our pack horses. They
have to carry pretty big loads, and we never
push them hard unless there i,s a great necessity
for it."
"That is right.
A horse s hould be treated
right, for they are the best friends ~an has got ."
T he halfbreed spoll;e in a way that told of his
g_e neral k nowledge of things, and the girls were
plea c-ed t o h ear him.
"lf he \Yer e to dress in store clothes one would
ha rd ly ta ke him to have Indian blood in him "
s a id Ann a, in a w hisper to Arietta a nd Elois~.
'·He h as attended sch ool a g.eat deal, too. That
ca;n easily be i;;een."
,·
." Well, .i,f he expects to many a ·whi te gir l )1e ,
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ought to be something- more than a redskin,"
Arietta answered. "I shouldn't want him, I am
sure."
;'You have
''.Of course not," laughed Eloise.
'got Wild."
That hit the mark all right, and Arietta did
not deign to go any further on the subject. It
was a pretty dark night, especially under the
trees that almost surrounded the camp. However, the stars were shining bright!)•, and the
river sparkled whenever the breeze caused a ripple on its surface. The time passed, and soon it
was time to turn in for the night, so the girls
sought the tent that was exclusively for them,
and then all but Charlie and Joe Dell turned in,
using the other tent. The halfbreed had insisted
on standing guard the first part of the nig·ht, he
declaring that if the ·four Utes did come back,
they would not be long in doing it, and that it
would be merely for the purpose of spying upon
the camp. It was not long before the camp ,Yas
wrapped in silence. The fire had burned so ]o\v
that onlv a few coals remained. The scout· and
Dell took turns at walking about the camp, and
along the river bank, and when an hou1· had
passed they began to think it not likely that
the Utes would come. They were standing close
together, talking it over in whispers, when the
sharp call of a night-bird sounded.
"That wasn't no bird," said the scout, pricking up his ears. "Jest listen fur ther answer."
He had hardly spoken when the answer came
fronr a point in the brush back of the camp.
To the ears of Charlie this sounded like a rather
poor imitation of a bird-worse than the fo·st
one, in fact. Joe Dell was sure the calls were
made by redskins, too.
"I reckon I'll wake Wild up," said the scout.
"He always likes ter take a hand in b'.lsiness of
this kind."
"Just as you like, Charlie," was the reply.
"All right. You sneak over toward ther pbce
where ther first call come from."
Charlie hastened to the tent and woke our hero
without any trouble. 'Wild was easily awakener!,
anyhow, but when he crawled out of the tent
Jim awoke, too. He knew that something was up,
so out he came. The two had barely got outside
when the call sounded again. It came from the
direction the first had sounded, and then it was
answered in quick succession from three other
points.
"All four of ther measly recl,;kins is here,"
whispered the scout. "I reckon we kin git 'em
~ll, if each of us strikes out fur one. Dell is on
ther wa·, fur ther one over there now."
Wild and Jim understood right away. It was
settled in Jess than half a minute, and then the
three struck out, leaving the girls and the Chinamen sleeping in blissful ignorance of what was
going on. Young Wild West chose the brush
back of the camp for his seal'..cl1. The bo:1 moved
along without making a particle of sound, and
when he was v,ithin a distance of fifty yards of
the camp he paused and lay fbt on his stomach.
His quick ears had detected sonnds that indicated
that some one wa,s moving not. far from him.
"I reckon I'll fix the galoot," muttered the hoy.
under his breath. "1'11 catch him and take him
into camp without letting any one h.,iow of it.
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I've done s11ch thing·s befo1e, and I reckon -T c:}n
do it now."
:Wild waited right where he was, for the sounds ·
were coming nearer. The approaching redskin
had no · idea that there was any one lying in
wait for him, and that was probably why 'he was
not so careful about the noise he was making.
Our hero figmed it that the villain would com0
within reach of him, so he remained perfectly
st:11, though he arose upon his knees. The next
minute he was able tp hear the breathing of a
person near him, and then a twig crack1>d within six feet of him.
Wild got ready for business. There was a
little clear spot on his right, and he looked there,
his e:,,-es piercing the darkness, and saw the form
of a creeping man. The redskin, for such he
must surely be, was coming straight to him, and
all Wild had to do was to reach out and grip him
by the throat. This he did right away. It was
an iron grip that Young Wild West had, too, and
the surprised Ute gave a gasp and tried to catch
his breath. But when the cold muzzle of a revolver was pressed against hi s forehead he became as still as a stone.
"Get up and come with me," said Wild, us he
assisted him to arise. "It is Young Wild West
who has got you, and you ought to kno'<'-' something about him. You'll die mighty sudden if
you make a rnund with your mouth, or try to
g-et a\~.-ay."

·

"Injun keep sti!l.'' came the reply, in a very
low whisper.
''All right. Not another word . Come on."
Then walking softly, Wild led th~ captured ljte
to the camp. He had no more than got there
when he heard a sharp cry, fol!o,.,:e<l by a gurgling sound, off to the left. Charlie ha,d gone
that ,vay, and the Llasl,ing young- deadshot knew
what had happened. He had found his game, and
the Indian had offered resistance which had
brought about his sudden death. The scout ,va,s
the sort of a man who never stops when he thinks
his knife ought to be used.
The next thing- that vl.'ild heard, as be stood
holding his gun against his prisoner's forehead,
was a su<lden splash in the river, followed bv a
sharp report. Then steps near him causcrl f1im
to look around and see Jim Dart leading in a
prisoner.
"Hello, boy8 !" called out our hero, for the shot
had aroused the sleepers, and there was no need
of keeping silent any longer. "We've got two
of them here.''
Then hurried footsteps were heard and the
scout and Joe Dell appeared from different din~ctions almost at the same time. But they had no
prisoner;; with them. They both nodded when
they saw the two lndians our hero and Jim Dart
bad·.
"Ther sneakin' coyote I ketched tried ter b•~ a
little na-s ty," exclaimed the scout. "He wanted
ter stick his knife between my ribs, so I g·ive him
·a do5e of his own medicine. He won't nev~r
bother no one ag'in, I reckon. He lays out there
along ther river bank ready ter be planted, boy,,."
'·The one I. went after is at the bottom of the
river,'' spoke up the Halfbreed Trailer. ''I got
him, but as T was fetr-hing him along the bank he
. hroke awa,, from me and jumped intr, the 1·iver.
Then I fired at him, and he never ~<1Jue up. I
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know I hit him, for I was only a few feet from
him. It was the. right thing to do, for he should
have come with me in a peaceful way after surrendering."
"That's right, Joe," said Wild. "It isn't very
nice to do a thing like that; but it has to be
<lone ,sometimes."
"What are you going to do with the two prisoners, Wild?" Arietta asked.
She had come out of the tent with Anna anrl
Eloise, and stood looking and listening·.
"We will wait until morning, I reckon," was
the reply. "We'll just tie them so they won't be
apt to get loose, and after we have breakfast we
can decide on what to do with them."
This was satisfactory to all hands, so the two
redskins were quickly disarmed and tied to trees.
There was little chance of their getting away unaided, for Jim and the scout were the ones to tie
them, and they seldom made a knot that could
be easily loosened.
"I reckon you girls can go to sleep now, and
sleep until daylight," said om· hero, nodding his
head. "lf Joe Dell is right in what he thinks,
there are no more redskins within forty miles of
us."
"I am sure of that," declared the Halfbreed
Trailer. "These are all the Utes you will see
to-night, ladies."
The girls sought thei1· tent. Then all the rest,
~ave Charlie and Dell, turned in again. They
were to watch until midnight, and they had the
prisoners to look after, too, now. When twelve
o'clock came, Charlie and the halfbreed roused
.Jim and Wing, and then retired. Three o'clock
Wild and Hop relievecl Jim and Wing, and they
remained on duty the balance of the night. But
nothing_ occurred to bother an~, of them after
the capture of the two redskins, and the killinir
of two more. ·As soon as it was daylight Joe
Dell was up.
"I will get my own breakfast," he said, "for I
want to be off as soon as possible. A little start
will enable me to keep along with you later in
the day."
"All right," answered our hero. "But I reckon
it is time that all hands were up. We a.re pretty
early risers, you know."
But Dell insisted, and it was not long before
the coffee was boiled. Then he ate and drank,
and, shaking hands with our hero, again thanked
"him., and went to his canoe. Our '.hero and Hop
assisted him to launch it, and when he was in,
and ready to start on his way down the river,
our hero ,said:
"It is a sort of water trail you are on now,
.Joe. But keep right on going. I reckon we'll
catch up to you by noon. We will have the
White Flower of the Utes, so don't once think
anything different from that. The redskins w01ft
hardly dare to harm her, if they think that she
has brought them good luck to their tribe. We
will keep right aftei· them till we get her."
"I am glad· to hear you talk like that, Young
Wild West/' replied the trailer. "When it is all
over, and I have won my bride, maybe I can do
something for you."
"All I want is your go·od ·wishes, Joe. You.are
a man, even if you are half Ute. That makes it
,,trnight. Go right on n·ow; we will meet again
at noon. so there is no need of saying good-by."
;

. Without . another word, the halfbreed dipped
l11s paddle m the water and away he went skimming along with the current. Wild wen't back
to the camp.

CHAPTER IV.-The Wild Flower of the Utes.
On the same night that Young Wild West and
ihis friends caught the four braves as they were
sneaking- upon their camp, Elk lioof and those
who had broken from the reservation with him
were camped along the bank of the Escalante,
only ten miles below them. Contrary to the belief of the Halfbreed Trailer, the Utes had not
kept on going for the mazy precincts of the
mountainside, where they might be able to elude
the pursuit of the whites, who might come in
search of them, but had waited for the return of
the fom· scouts who had been sent back to intercept the man who was following them.
Old Elk Hoof was a very cunning redskin. For
a number of years he had lived upon the reservation in comparative idleness, his squaw working in the fields, and he only doing a little hunting for the extra meat they needed. He had hc<'n
a bad one, so his recoi:-cl stated, but he had finallv
submitted to the palefaces and become a ironrl
Indian. That was where the white men made a
mistake, for all the while he wa.,; living- ,,e,\rc>ably on the reservation Elk Hoof was thinking
hard and doing his best to find a way to hniak
out, and live as he had .in his younger daysfighting against the encroachments of the palefaces, who, he thought, were driving the Indian
farther and farther toward the setting sun,
When it finally was reported among the Dies
of the reservation that the White Flower, wl10
had lived for six years as a mascot 11ith Red
Buffalo and his foliowers in the fastness of the
mountain, was to be given up to her own p0,01Jle,
the rascally old chief conceived the play of leaving the reservation and making her his pri~on~r.
Red Buffalo had been pursuing the primitive
ways of the forefathers, undisturbed by the paleface soldiers, and why should he not do the same
thing?
All he needed was the mascot, and once the
vVh:ite Flower was in his power, he believed he
could do it; at the same time killing all 11·ho tried
to oppose him. His plan was brought to a h<!ad,
for it ·was not difficult for him to gather together
forty of the worst of the redskin&--old campaigners, the most of them-and having a kno11·blge
of what ·was going on, through a couple of f:,·outs
he sent out, it wa.c, not strange that he should
meet the small detachment of cavalry, ,vho v:ere
fetching the white girl to the post, and ~la~, them
from ambush.
There were about six in the party, who were
in charge of the girl, and Joe Dell, the halfbreed,
who had started with them to the appoint:!d meeting place with Red Buffalo, not being- with them
at the time, escaped death, In~teacl of going
back to the post to report w}rnt had happened,
the halfbreed started on lhe trail of the Utes,
1·esolve<l upon saving the girl, who hnd promised
to become his bride. \!then he statP<l that it was
entirely through l1im that +he girl had been
given up by the Ute;:, Joe Dell spoke the tmth.
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But more than that! He had been the one to
discover her existence.
Eik Hoo£ had soon- discoveJ:ed that there was a
man following him, and hence he had sent back
the four braves to intercept him and put an end
to him. The band of villainous redskins had
camped where they now were abo:ut the middle
of the afternoon, and they were waitmg patiently
for the four braves to come back and report. But
it seemed that they did not do this ·after having
their canoe sunk by the volley Young Wild West
and his paTtners poured into it below the w'.'ter
line. Elk Hoof had come pretty well provided
for a journey to the place he hoped_ to ma~e h.i.s
headquarters, sa:ve that it had been 1:1'nposs~ble to
get hold of 0nany horses. Countmg himself,
there were just forty-one of them, and they had
but fifteen hor-ses between them.
The chief had even brought along a gaudy
teepee to occupy when in camp, and there was
also one fol' the white girl captive. Camped
upon the river bank, they, waited all the ni~ht
for the four scouts to show up . But mormng
dawned and they did not appear. As the sun
showed itself in g·olden splendor above the distant range in t~e east, the White Flower of _the
Utes, or Madelme Peterson, properly speakmg,
_came from her teepee and took in her surroundings.
.
.
.
The girl was really beautiful, and m her semiIndian garb she made a ,striking appearance. She
bad promised to be the wife of Joe Dell, and
she yearned for him to come and get her.
"He will come," she muttered, as she gazed up
the river, which was quite free from curves for
a mile or more. "Joe Dell will come. They did
not kill him I know. He is too brave and handsome to be killed by the Utes. He will come to
take me to my people. I will wait for him pa~
tientlv but the Utes who have torn me away,
when·~ new life was right before me, must not
know my thoughts. I will m:ake them think that
I am, satisfied to go with them. I know they
fear me as much as I do them, for they believe
me to be above the ordinary person. I will be
safe ·with them, even though they take me fa1·
away, for Joe D.ell will come."
The implicit faith she had in the young man
she had learned to love was wonderful. But the
White Flower of the Utes was innocent and just
budding into womanhood. She did not know
whether she had the fu11 freedom of the camp
or not, since she had not tried to walk around
any the afternoon before, but had remained close
to her teepee, only taking the food as it was
brought to her, and having; notlting to say. She
now walked about the camp, and those of the
redskins who were up and stirring merely looked
at her, as though they knew she had a perfect
right there. But when she moved away from
the camp, one of them quickly ran to her and
saic1:
"The White Flower must not go away. She
must stay here."
"I am not going away," the girl replied. "I
have nowhere to go."
She walked back again -and sat clown before her
teepee. Then it was not ·Jong before a pail of
water was brought to her, and, taking· it inside
the teepee, she soon made her toilet. V.'hen she
ea.me out again she had a couple of eagle feathers
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stuc
her

er hair, and save for the fact that
s white, she looked much like a young
was not long before the chief emerged
·e epee, and when he -saw the girl, he
saluted
with a bow. But the White Ffower
did not answer the salute; she simply stoo<l looking at him in a way that told she was very much
displeased with ·his actions in abducting her.
"Does the White Flower feel sad?" asked Elk
Hoof, the vestige of a gentle look coming over
his ugly, painted face.
"Yes, Elk Hoof," she answered, speaking in
the Ute tong11e, the ·s ame as he did. "I am sad
because you would not let me go back to my
people. I am not a Ute; my parents were white
people. It is not right for me to live with the
Utes."
"The GTeat Spirit sent y<YU to the Utes, and
you must stay," retorted the chief, shaking ltis
head.
The girl bowed, as though she accepted it as
final, anq. then she set about to kindle a fire, for
she meant to prepare her own br~cikfast. Elk
Hoof left her and she proceeded with the task she
had set herself to. She had just about finished
eating when she happened to glance up the river,
Then it Vlras that she gave a violent start, for a
canoe was coming doW11 the stream, and though
it was nearly half a mile away, she recognized
the man in the frail craft as her lover, the halfbreed!
CHAPTER V.-Joe Dell Finds the Camp of tht1
Utes.
The Halfbreed Trailer sent his canoe down the
stream rapidly. His gun and blanket lay in the
bottom of the canoe. as well as the meager supply,
of dried meat and bread that he had obtained
from the supplies left by the slain cavalrymen,
which he had not taken out when he joined YoungWild West and his friends at their camp the
night before.
·
Joe Dell had no idea that he was rapidly nearing the very spot where the Utes were in camp,
waiting for the four scouts to come in and report. If he had known this, he would have been
far more cautious. It so happened that the trees
on the bank of the river hid the Indian camp
pretty well from view, and a-s the canoe neared
it its occupant did not see it at all. Had he been
looking for it there, he would have spied it, no
doubt. But he was not expecting it.
On he p-addled and soon he was within a couple
of hundred yards of the camp. Then, as he
paused in his paddling for a moment, he suddenly heard the unmistakable. sourfds of voices
close at hand. The halfbree<;l ,re<1lized that he
was running into danger, au.cl he quic",dy · swung
the canoe around and headed foir the opposite
shore, \.Yhere the hanging ·willows ,were· plentiful.
It happened that he got there without being perceived, and once under the willows, he breathed
a sigh of relief.
·
'.
·
·
•
"So Elk Hoof \l·aiterl yer~, eh?". hP muttered.
"Well, that is all tl-e h . . J w'll not h11ve so
far to go now."
Leaving· the canoe. ll.e .clh,h,-:,.J " c•ee :::r.d took
a look at' what" 1,·i,s to hie' ,een 011 tlw ilth'<l' side
'I'here ,·,-as the camp. ~u'e !c';·)ngh! _• nrl be«t of
•J
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all, there ·was th~ White Flower of the Utes to the band of Utes. No,v that he knew they were
standing before her teepee. She seemed to be so close to the villains, he would hold them, any'
looking directly toward him 1 and the young man ~~
wondered if 1;.he had seen hnn and knew 11e 'Was
"'!.'ake it along easy, all of you," said our hero,
there. ·He deter'mined to risk giving a signal, for nodding to Jim and the girls. "Just keep an eye
on the two redskins, too. They might find a
he ,saw that she continued to gaze that way.
Crawling out upon a branch of the tree, he means of getting away from the Chinamen, and
pulled a red and whitf: cotton handkercJ:uef from that wouldn't hardly do just now, a,~ they would
his pocket and thrust 1t ?ut. He ga:'e 1t a h~le be able to give old Elk Hoof some information
shake and then pulled 1t back agam, lmowmg that we don't v,rant him to possess."
"We'll look out for them, ·wild," Dart assured
that if anv of the red~ins saw it there would be
trouble r:i.;·ht awav. Much to his satisfaction, the him, llild then the dashing- young hero rode off
'
girl ,vave<l her hand, and then she turned and with the scout close behind him.
went into the teepee. He thought it over for a
Charlie's steed was not as swift as Wild's galfull minule, and then, descending the tree, he lant sorrel stallion, Spitfire 1 but it could get over
made his caI)oe fast to one of the willows and the ground fa,ster than the average mustan~·, and
started back from the river.
that meant a whole lot. Riding at a swini:;-ing
"I will go back on this side," he muttered, and gallop, they rapidly neared the camp of the Utes
then I can let Young Wild West know that the seeing nothing of the Halfbreed Trailer on th~
way.
Utes are here."
This was probably the best thing he could have
done, under the circumstances, and he set out to
do it. Dell had a good chru1ce to work his way CHAPTER VI.-Charlie Sees a Little Excitement
up on that side of the stream, for the bushes and
He
vegetation o·rew in rank confusion there.
Wild and Charlie soon got near enough to the
knew that ~ur hero and his friends must have Indian camp to cause them to slacken speed and
started by this time, and if they came along· at with their horses at a walk they, continued on.
a middling gait it would not take them so very They had found the place where those having
long to reach the Indian camp. Picking his way horses had come across the river, and that was
along, he hurried all he could, and was soon out enough to convince them that they had better be
of sight of the camp entirely. Then he did not a little careful how they proceeded. So they
proceed with oo much caution.
n?w dismounted. Leading their hol'ses to a thick
He had q-one nearly, half the way back before piece of shrubbery, they threw the bridle 1·eins
he sighted our friends. They had not started over their beads and left them there. That thev
right a,Yav after he left with the canoe, and thus would not stray they well knew, for they had bee11
thev ,vere· not so far on their way. Joe Dell sig- trained to that sort of thing. The dashing young
nalied them, and as the river was not very wide deadshot and the scout now went on afoot.
at that point, it was easy for him to let them
The two made theil' way through the shrubbery,
know the situation without coming across.
being careful not to make any more noise than
"So the redskins are as close by as that, are was absolutely necessary. As they got a little
they?" said Young Wild West, \Showing great nearer they could hear the hum of voices, \,hich
surprise at hearing it.
told them that the redskins were all up and stir"Yes · they are but five miles below you," was ring. The sun was probably an hou-r high now,
the re~rt. "The White Flower is there, and she but sometimes Indians sleep later than that, esknows I am near. I signally to her from a tree, pecially when they are in camp, ·with nothing to
and she answered."
do. Elk Hoof and his braves were waiting for
"That was a pretty clever thing to do, with- the return of the four scouts that had been sent
out the redskins knowing it," spoke up Jim Dart. out to intercept and slay the man who was on
"Joe you are all right, I reckon."
their trail, and they would not be likely to move
"Now ,ou "'"0 on up on that side, and we'll ride from the spot until they returned, or they felt
along easY. "'You say it is about five miles from tha.t something had happened to prevent them
here where the Utes are camped, so when we from doing so. Wild thought it best to work
get a couple of miles farther on I'll go ahead and around to the side of the camp that was opposite
have a good look at things. Then we'll find out to the river, as the Indians were no doubt not
what we are J;oing to do. If the girl is at liberty expecting any one to come from that V.'ay.
to go about the ~amp. it _should not be much of
Charlie followed him closely, a gun in his hand.
a job to get her, said Wild.
The scout had m.acle up his mind that he was
"All right," came the answer from across the not going to let any of the Utes surp1·ise and g-et
stl'eam. 'Tll depend on you. You have a better the best of him. The camping spot was fringed
way of going ahead wit~ thi,~gs than I J1ave. I by a thick growth of bushes that averaged a
height of about six feet, on that side, and this
am afraid I am too anxious.
gave the two a good chance to get up close to it.
"Well, take it easy, Joe."
Wild and the scout were soon looking at the
"I'll trv to, Wild."
J~e Dell wa~ soon lost •to view in the shrnb- villainous 1·edskins, who appeared to be taking
beri' on the other side of the river, and then our things rather easy. For the most part, they ,,:"ere
friends pl'oceeded on their way. The:'! ?ad the lying around smoking, but there were a " ,.,. ·who
two Indians with them, and they were ndmg dou- appeared to be on the watch. The old chief was
ble with Hop and Wing, much _to the annoyan<;e nowhere to be seen, but Wild and his partner had
of the two Chinamen. But Wild had figured 1t scarcely settled down to a comfortable position to
that it was best to l1ald them prisoners a while, watch from when he came out of his teepee. He
as they mi2,·ht come in handy when they got close had been touching up his u.1.d:v face "'ith a fresh
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.application of paint, and to any one not used to · many minutes before the four would run right
seeing redskins in that style, he would no doubt into the approaching party. He wanted to get
haYe looked hideous, as well as formidable. But to them befo1e that happened, if he could. Just
Young Wild West a..'ld Cheyenne Charlie only what he was going to do he had :no idea. But he
smiled. They lmew that paint meant pride in meant to do something; that was certain.
The scout would do whatever he thought was
most cases, as far as redskins, ·who had broken
necessary-or, in other words, he would act on
away from a reservation went.
The chief motioned to a young· buck, who seem- the thought that first came into his head. Charlie
ed as though he was an attendant, to come for- ran along, showing how light-footed he was, and
ward, and when he did so, he came with a one- he soon caught sight of the four Utes on the
headed drum of barbaric style. Another motion river bank less than a quarter of a mile a.head
from Elk Hoof and the buck began beating upon of him. The)' were walking, too, and that meant
it, not loudly, but making quite enough noise to that he would have a chance to reach them probattract all who were theTe and more, besides, if ably before Jim and the girls came along. He
there were any redskins within half a mile. This kept on running, though not fa.st enough to tire
him quickly, and in a very few minutes he was
,vu,;; the signal f9r them all to Tise and listen.
Then the chief pointed down the river and pro- so close to the Utes that he had to go very cauceeded to ta1k about the four scouts who had fail- tiously. Suddenly he paused and saw them act
ed to show· themselves. He spoke in the native as though they had seen something. They were
tonvue of the trihe, but both Wild and the scout gazing across the river, which was not very deep
understood it well enough to keep a line on what at that point. It flashed upon the mind· of the
he said. The gist of his remarks was to the effect scout right away that Joe Dell must be near by,
thai since the four scouts had failed to come back, and that he hacl been seen by the redskins.
That such was the case was very evident, for
something must have happened to them, and that
fou1· more should g·o to look for them, and also the four now took to the water and began fording it, holding their rifles clear of the water.
to watch out for the Halfbreed Trailer.
"There's somethin' gain' on now, I reckon,"
All the redskins seemed to be eager to be the
one~ to go on this mission, but Elk Hoof quickly muttered Cheyenne Charlie. "I'll wait till they
selerte,l four of foem, and after giving them in- git across, an' then I'll go, too. I ain't afraid of
stl·uctions, told them to g-o on up the river. When gittin' a little wet."
The water was only about waist deep right
he saw the four start o:ff in the direction of Jim
and the rest of the party, Cheyenne Charlie here, in the dee<pest part of the stream, and the
redskins soon went over and became lost to view
shrui;ri;ed his shoulders and smiled.
"I reckon they'll git their medicine in putty in the bushes at the other si'1e. Then Charlie,
shoti. order, if they don't watch out, Wild," he with his weapons and ammunition held above the
water, started acros-s. He knew this was a rather
said g1·imly.
''They surely will, Charlie," was the repl-s,. dangerous thing to do, but if the redskins were
•"Jim and the girls ought to take care of them, I after some one else they would not be apt to
think. But if the 1·ed galoots happen to see them look behind them. He gave a sigh of relief, howftrst thev will come back in a hurry to report to ever, when he got over the stream. Then he took
the chief. I reckon it would be a good idea for the tTail o.f the Utes and moved along rapidly
-you to follow them and see to it that they don't through the bushes. He had come just about
half a mile from the Indian camp, where he had
come back,"
left Wild, and when he had made about half the
"Itight yei· are, v~·nd."
"I'll try, and have a little conversation with distance back, on the other side of the river. he
the White Flower of the Utes while you are paused and took a look ahead. Then it was that
he saw something that made him give a start.
gone."
The HalJbreecl Trailer was just about to leave
"L()ok out an' don't git ketched, \Vild."
"Oh, I'll be able to take care of myself, I his canoe as it touched the bank on the other
recl:o;-,. If you hear any shooting, you will know side.
"I reckon I might better have stayed across
that I lY!ve got into trouble, that's all. Then
you well know what's best to do, without me tell- there," he thought. "I could have saved gittin'
ing vou n-0w. It will depend upon circumstances, wet, an· helped Dell at ther same time. I wonder what--"
of course."
Just then a savage yell sounded from a score
"All right, Wild."
.E way \J.'ent the scout, bent on seeing to it that or more of throats, and Charlie knew that somethe four redskins never came back to report thing had happened at the camp of the Utes.
to their chief. Nothing suited him better than Ten seconds later a white girl, whom he readily
to go on such a mission. Charlie hurried, for he knew "-as the White Flower of th~ Utes, joined
thought it might be that they would notice the the ha1f1Jreed on the river bank. The scout saw
hoofprints of the horses they had left in the Dell embrace her, and then he assisted her into
thicket, and go and find them. He fairly ran the canoe and put a paddle in her hand. As he
\vhen the -..•ay was anything like clear, and he stepped in himself and pushed the little craft
rrar·bGd the horses as the four Utes were coming into the stream, two shots sounder!, and the
along the bank almost opposite the spot where yelling of the Indians became more fierce.
they were. Much to his satisfaction, they did
not pa.y any attention to the tl'ail whatever, but
continued on, keeping their gaze upon the river,
CHAPTER VII.-A Failm-e.
for the most part.
CheJ enne Charlie hnrl scarcely gone ·•.yhen
Charlie did not take hi,s hor~e, but followed
them on foot. He knew that it would not be Young 'Wild West saw the white gil"l come <)Ut of
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the teepee. He gave a nod of satisfaction, for
now was the time to try and get in communication with he1·. The boy saw that the girl was
bent on getting close to the river, so he worked
around the way Charlie had gone, hoping to get
the chance he was trying for. Things could not
have worked better for 'him. Though the redskins kept a watch on the girl, they did not try
to prew,nt her from going to the river. Wild
crept aroun<l noiselessly, and though he was very
close to the edge of the camp, he took the risk
of calling out in a whisper:
"A friend waits here, and he would talk with
you. Joe Dell is on the other side of the river,
and we will soon save you."
The girl gave a start as 1:\be words reached her
ears., for faint as they were, she heard them and
u,nderstood.
"I want to go back to my own people," she
said, without lookilig the way the voice had come
from. "You are a friend of Joe Dell's , and you
will help me."
"Yes, I am a friend, and I will help you. Go
and sit down on the bank close to the water.
There are lots of bushes and tall reeds to the
right. When you hear the call of a quail slip
into lihem quickly and run along the bank."
· "I will do as you say," she replied, and in a
very cool way -she went over and sat down, right
in view of the Indians, who were watching her
movements.
Wild went on down as far as the horses. He
hoo scarcely done so when, not waiting for the
signal, the girl slipped away and started along
the river bank under cover of the bushes. Her
absence was not discovered until fully a minute
later, and by that time she had placed nearly two
hundred yards between her and the camp. When
th£ yell sounded Wild was astonished, for he did
not know what it was for. But the sound of hm·rying footi,teps as they passed his hiding place
told him that the girl had left the camp and was
running away.
He quickly darted after her, leaving the horses
in the bushes. The next moment he came in
sight of tbe girl something like fifty yards ahead
of him. But at tI1e same time he saw ,a canoe
shoot from under the willows of the opposite
bank, and as he recognized Joe Dell in it he figured that there was at least a chance to rescue
the girl. She had seen the canoe, tw, and she
ran all the faster, so her lov-er might propel it
straight across, and thus save all the time possible. But the camp had now been aroused, and
the hurried footsteps of a score or more of the
Utes could be heard close at hand. Wild ran
along as fast as he dared under the circumstances, hoping that •h e would elude them if he
once got past the point where the canoe was heading for. Then he would use bis rifle or revolver
upon the fiends, and thus assist the halfbreed
to get away with the White Flower of the Utes.
But Wild was not running nearly as fast as
he could, and it happened that the Indians were
spreading- out, and spme of them getting ahead
of him. He saw the canoe shoot across the
stre!\m w:ith lightning speed, and then lie beheld
the Trailer on the bank kissing his sweetheart.
"Go on!" Wild called out softl}'. "Don't w;iit
:a second!"

Joe Dell hea1·d him, and into the canoe he placed the girl. Then getting in himself, he pushed
off. A savage yell sounded from the right of
the dashing young deadshot just then, and he
knew he was cut off from making his escape that
way. That one or more of the braves had
caught sight of him as he dashed through the
shrubbery he was now quite certain. Probably
they had taken him for the gi1·l, and if they
had, it meant that she would stand a much better
chance of escaping.
But they were coming from all directions save
the river bank now, and the brave boy knew that
something had to be done. Two seconds later
two of the Utes bur-st· through the bushes and
nearly fell over him. It had to be done now, so
Wild fire<l hvo shots in quick succession and
down they went. Then he made a leap and found
himself on the very verge of the 1iver bank.
There was nothing to do but to p)unge in, as he
could not stop himself. Splash! Young Wild
West struck the wate, -and went under. But he
quickly came to the surface and started swimming
in the wake of the canoe. Crack! A shot was
fired from the other shore, and throwing up his
hands, the brave young deadshot v.'ent under. It
was one of the four who had cross~d the stream
ahead of Cheyenne Charlie, who had fired the
shot. Both Joe Dell and bis sweetheart saw that
the boy had been hit, and the young man, who
was trying so hard to get his sweetheart away
from her savage captors, promptly, swung the
can-0e around.
"We must save Young Wild West," he said.
"Our foes are on both sides of the river now.
They will get us; but we must save Young Wild
West. He may not be dead"
Wild had come to the surface again by this
time, and the canoe was moving toward him rapidly, the girl paddling a.s well as her l<YVer. The
four braves on the side of the river Dell had
been making for waved their weapons to those
on the tr>ther side. One of the latter raised a
rule to shoot the ba:lfbreed just then. But ere
his finger touched the trigger bard enough to
drop the hammer a rifle spoke fr0m the other
side, a short distance below the spot where the
four Utes were standing. Jt was Cheyenne Charlie who fired, and his bullet went true to the
mark. The redskin pitched forward into the
water with a splash. Joe Dell naid no attention
to what was going on around him.
It was bis one desire to reach Young Wild
West, and he dropped his paddle in t he b-ottom of
the canoe, which was now very close t o the boy,
who seemed to be gradually sinking .
"Stop," said Dell, in a whisper to Madeline.
As the girl ceased paddling, the halfbreed
leaned over the gunwale of the canoe and seized
Wild. He lifted the unconscious boy, just as the
four redskins emerged from a thicket on shore.
They set up a warwhoop. This was answered
from those on the other side, a:rid then-Crack-crack-crack!
Craa-c-ck!
Cheyenne
Charlie worked his Winchester so rapidly that
four or five of them fell almost at the sa"'le time,
it seemed. The rapid shooting had the effect of
sending the rest to cover in a hurry. But Dell
had been forced to come so close t 0 the shore
th,at it wa~a lost cause. He just mana!2'ed to get
Wild into the canoe when a rope whizzed out and
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a noose settled over the head of the White
Flower. She tried to get it off, but it caught
one of her arms and pinned it close to her body.
It was only natural that when she felt herself
being pulled from the canoe that she should hold
fast with her other hand. This caused the
craft to be pulled quickly to the shore. Crack!
Another report sounded from the other side,
and the Indian with the rope fell ,'J'ith a bullet in
his brain. But others were quick to take his
place, and the canoe was quickly pulled in under the overhangin g limbs of , a tree. The four
braves on the opposite side had taken to the
thicket by this time, and the scout had to look
out for himself. Charlie thought surely that
Wild had been killed, and he was rendered desperate. But a minute later when he _heard a
voice call out, "It's all right, Charlie! I was
only stunned!" his heart g·ave a jump from pure
joy.
Wild was alive, for it was his voice he heard.
"Wow!" be yelled. "Whoopee! Whoopee! Yip,
yip! Yip, yip! Come on, everybody! We've got
ter clean ther measly coyotes out!"
An answering shout from farther down the
river told him that Jim and the girls were COlTIing. But it occurred to the scout that they were
but running into danger, so he ran at the top
of his speed to warn them, relying on his ability
to save Wild later. The attempt to rescue the
White Flower of the Utes had failed, and, worse
still, Wild and the Halfbreed '!'railer had been
captured. But Cheyenne Charlie had seen worse
situations than this, and he never once thoug11t
that things would not tu;rn out all right. All he
wanted to know just then was that Wild was
alive, and as he had fom1d that much out, he
was satisfied for the time.

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Pays a Visit to the Indian
Camp.
Young Wild West had been rendered unconscious by the shot the Indian had fired when he
was swimming after the canoe. The bullet had
grazed the side of his head just enough to affect
one of the muscles and then all was a blank until
he came to in the canoe, just as it was pulled to
the bank by the Utes. Fortunately , he had not
swallowed much watei·, and the first thing he did
on coming to his senses was to call out and let
the scout lrnow he was all right. The chief was
right there, though he had taken care to keep in
the background , ,since he did not like the way the
paleface was shooting from the other side of the
river. The girl w1ts quickly pulled from the
canoe, and then Joe Dell was quickly overpowere d
and dragged out. Wild stood no show whatever,
since he had Jost his revolvers, so he made no
resistance.
Experience had taught him that it did not pay
to put up a fight when he knew there was no possible chance. If he had broken away and taken
t o the water again, he would 11ot have got two
:l'ards away before he would have been riddled.
After calling out to the scout, he made out that
he was dazed, and he was lifted from the canoe
limp and dripping. Elk Hoof gave a quick commard, and then the prisoners were can-ied from
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the spot in a hurry. Straight to the camp. went
the Utes, and once thei-e they prepared to resist
an attack, for they did not know just how many
they had against them.
Wild's hands had been tied, so he had no chance
to even feel of the spot where the bullet had
grazed his head. There was a slight sting there
now, but that was all. Joe Dell was much dejected at the way things had turned out, but when
he ,s aw how calm the boy was he brightened up
a little. The White Flower had been summarily
taken to her teepee, and two stalwart Utes guarded it, so that she would have no chance to even
come outside without being seen by them. The
two male prisoners were in about the centre of
the camp, under a wide-sprea ding tree, the
branches of which ahnost touched the ground in
some places. For reasons of his own, Elk Hoof
had not put them to death. Probably he meant
to dispose of them in the way he had seen it
done when he was a child, which was bv torture.
Four braves guarded them, watching them with
the utmost care.
"Well, Joe, things didn't turn out exactly right,
did they?" asked our hero, speaking in his cool
and easy way.
"No, Wild," and the halfbreed shook his head
sadly.
''Well, it might have been diffe1·ent if the girl
had not been too an."'Cious. I got the chance to
-s ay a few words to her, though she could not see
me at the ti..Tlle. I told her to wait until she
heard a signal that sounded like the whistle of
a quail, and then slip away from the place where
she was sitting on the bank. But she did not
wait for the signal, and almost as soon as s.he
slipped away the redskins discovered it. Still,
when I saw y,ou coming across the stream iri the
canoe, I thought there ,;,;as a chance. But it
didn't pan out."
"It is too bad," and Dell shook his head.
At that moment tllere was a commotion at the
upper side of the camp, and then who should appear but Hop Wah, the clever Chinam::!11! But
what was more, he was coming in exactly the
style that Wild thought he was likelr to appear
in. A Japanese parasol made of the thinnest
sort of paper and a pointed rod for a handle,
which could be made to disappear at the will of
Hop, was carried jauntily over his head. In his
mouth was a big- black-looki ng cigar of the Mexican sort, and the Chinaman was puffing away
with a lordly air.
Though there were fully a dozen Indians around
him, none had their hands upon him, and Hop
walked right up to the teepee of the chief before
he stopped. It was his audacity that did the
business. But then as the Indians saw him he
immediatel y made out that he ch·ew the parasol
from his mouth, -and that got the best of them.
Hop had volunteered to come to the camp and
keep the redskins' attention, while Charlie and
Jim tried to liberate the prisoners. The girls
were stationed less than three hund1·ed yards
away on a little hill, and Arietta had climbed a
tree and was at that moment holding her rifle
ready to shoot the first Ute who attempted to
injure her dashing young lover. Wing was in
charge of the two prisoners. Our hero and the
Halfbreed Trailer did not lrnow all this, of course;
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but" the appearance of Hop was quite enough to
make their hopes arise. But let us see how the
clever Chinaman made out.
Hop had come p'repared to do a whole lot, providing it became necessary. The ne!"Ve he possessed was far above the ordinary, and as he
paused before the chief he made a low bow, and
then · calm1y ate his parasol, or seemed to.
' · "Ugh!" exclaimed Elk Hoof. "Chince heap
much medicine man."
"Velly muchee . medicine man, so be, Misler
Chief," was the bland retort. "Velly nicee day."
"Ugh!"
"Whattee mattee? You allee s-a mee • gittee
sickee ?" queried the Celestial sympathetically•.
"Me havee give you lille medicine, so be."
Then he coolly took a little vial from his
pocket and dumped out three little pellets which
looked exactly like the kind physicians use.
· "You takee one now, and um other two when
you eatee your dinner," he went on, smiling and
bowing. "Ley cure you allee samee first late, so
be."
"Ugh!" the chief grunted for the third time,
the manner of the Chinaman completely staggering him.
As neither he nor any of the rest of the Utes
had seen the Chinaman before, it was no wonder
that they were surprised. They did not even
know where he had come from, and that made it
all the more wonderful. Elk Hoof took the pills
and promptly i'iWallowed one. There was nothing harmful about . them; neither would they be
of any benefit to him. But the reason he took
them ·was probably because he had a fear of the
Chinaman, \\'ho had taken a parasol from his
mouth and had then swallowed it again with the
greatest of ease.
"Where Chinee medicine man come from 't" he
asked, after a short silence, during which Hop
puffed complacently at his cigar.
"Um Gleat Spilit allee samee sendee me here,"
was the quick reply, ih a matter-of-fact way,
"He no likee Elk Hoof ve!Jy muchee, and he allee
samee sendee me here to te!lee so. You makee
bigee mistakee when you takee um White Flower,
so be. You gitt;ee shot by um Melican mans if
you no lettee.go."
"Ugh!"
The chief acted as though he did not believe
this. But Hop did not seem to care whether he
clid or not. He brought out another cigar and
tendered it to him, saying as he did so:
"I-Iavee lillee smokee, so be; you velly nicee
Injun; me likee you."
Elk Hoof was genel:'ally always ready to smoke
a cigar. This one was large, and it looked so
tempting that he did not hesitate a second. NearIv all the Indians but those guarding the captives
had gathered around the queer visitor now, and
Hop was entirely surrounded. But he paid no
more attention to them than he did for the brush
in the neighboring thicket. Striking a match, he
passed it to the chief, who promptly lighted the
cigar.
The cigar was a straight one, for the clever
Chinaman did not want to incur the displeasure
of the chief just yet. He had others in his
pocket that were not straight, since they contained gunpowder and otheT explosives.

"Now, !en, Mislel' Elk Hoof," he said blandly,
"me showee you allee samee sometling ) ou never
see before. Evelybody watchee!"

CHAPTER IX.-The Utes Strike Out in a Hurry.
Wild took notice that Hop had not appeared to
even look at them, though he was quite sure that
he saw them when he marched into the camp with
the parasol over his head. The four Utes guarding them were very much interested when they
saw the crowd gather about the Chinaman, and
this gave the two prisoners a chance to converse.
They were not tied to a · tree or a stake, so they
could roll over and get close together, prov;ded
they were not stopped by their guards.
"Joe" said om· hero 1 in a low voice "we have
got to' get away from here, and I reckon now is
the time to do it."
The young man nodded, though the expression
of his face told plainly that he did not have the
least idea how they were to do it.
"We'll roll over "'a nd get into the bushes over
there as soon as Hop gets the redskins more interested," went on the young deadshot. "You can
make up your mind that my two partners are not
far away, or Hop would not be here. Now when
you see me rolling toward the bushes over there,
)•ou just follow suit, and don't make any more
noise than you can help."
Again the halfbreed nodded. Now he knew
what the plan was, and he was ready to act when
the time came. The four guards were so much
inte1·ested in what Hop was saying and doing
that they seemed to forget all about their prisoners, and they moved a few steps away and
watched and listened with all the eyes and ears
they had. It was just then that Hop was givivng
the chief the cigar, and the guards waited to see
if he would light it. By the time he had done so,
Wild was among the bushes, he having moved
very quickly, even though his hands were tied
behind him and his ankles bound together. Joe
DeU was not slow to follow him, for, as has been
stated, he was very much of an athlete. But
our hero had scarcely reached the cover of the
shrubbery when a hand caught hold of his arm.
and then a voice whispered"!
"All right, Wild; we're right here."
It was the scout · who was talking to him, and
not the least bit surprised, Wild waited for his
bonds to be cut. It happened right away. Dell
was hardly out of sight of the guards when he
was also freed. The next moment the two were
creeping away after the scout. It had been a
very clever rescue. But the White Flower of the
Utes was still in the power of Elk Hoof. Joe
Dell felt reluctant to leave the camp, but he
knew it was for the best. As soon as they were
a hundred feet from the spot where they had
been held under the tree, Jim Dart met them.
Our friends always carried extra weapons with
them, and Jim handed each of them a revolver.
"Charlie said we were surely going to get you
away from the redskins, so I brought these
along," he said. "I reckon they may come in
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handy, and if they don't you'll feel all the b~tter
for having them."
"That's right, Jim," answered our hero, as he
looked at the Smith & Wesson that had been
placed in his hand. "There's nothing like a good
Now, then, let the galoots
reliable shooter.
come!"
"We are going to save the girl now," spoke up
the halfbreed. "It won't do to let her stay there
any longer. She is in the teepee over there to
the left. Maybe we would have a good chance to
get to it now."
But just then a sharp cry sounded from one of
the redskin guards. The escape of the two pris.
oners had been discovered.
"Come on, boys!" exclaimed Wild. "We must
get away at once.~ We will have to leave the
girl until a little later, unless Hop finds a way
to liberate her. I reckon he is making himself
solid with the chief, and they don't know that he
is in any way connected with us. Come on!"
Joe Dell relied on what the dashing young
deadshot said, and he lost no time in following
'him. Charlie ran along with the two, directing
them to the best place to go in order to keep
from being seen by the redskins. The guards, not
having seen which way they went, were entirely
at a loss to locate them, and as the three were
running without letting their footsteps be heard,
they stood a pretty good chance to get away.
But Young Wild West was not afraid of getting caught, for he relied on the revolver he had.
Every chamber in it represented the life of a
Ute, and he knew it. He would not miss if he
was compelled to fire. They were a good hundred
yards from the camp before the redskins got on
the right track. Then about half the band of
Utes came tearing along through the brush,
they having found the trail. Charlie knew that
the spot where they had left the girls was a good
one to make a stand, since there were plenty of
rocks ,a t the foot of the little hill, and they could
lie behind them and pick off the Utes as fast as
they came. There were but a few over thirty of
them, anyhow, and to such sure shots as they
were, these would prove easy, unless they took a
notion to keep on coming, rega1·dless of how many,
went down. But the thing to do now was to get
there and let the girls know they were coming,
so they might be ready to withstand the rush.
"This way, boys!" said Charlie. "Keep low
when yer light out over this open space ahead.
Ther red galoots might shoot."
They struck the open spot mentioned almost
before· the words were out of his mouth. When
they were hardly halfway across it, two shots
rang out and Wild and Joe Dell h1:arcl the hum
of the bullets as thev flew past their heads. But
the shots had hardly been fired when a rifle cracked from the top of the hill and the foremost of
the pursuers bit the dust. It was easy for Wild
and his partners to guess who had fired the shot.
Who but Arietta would do it at a time like that?
It showed that the brave girl was on duty, and
that n,eant a great deal, too. As the Ute fell
the rest came to a sudden halt. They had not
counted on being :;:hot at by any one outside of
the four they were pursuing·. ,Jim Dart had said
nothing up till now, and he <'ailed out sharply:
"Come on around Lo the left. I reckon it's all
right now."1
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Around they went, and the next minute they,
joined the girls.
"Get behind the rocks!" advised our hero quick~
·
ly. "Some of them may keep on coming."
"Let them come!" exclaimed Arietta, her eyes
flashing. "It is war now, and they will have to
take the consequences."
"Bravely spoken, little girl!" said her dashing
young lover. I reckon you know what to do. You
thought I was a goner, I reckon."
"No, Wild, I never once thought so," was the
reply. "I count on your good luck as much as I
do your good judgment and shooting."
"Well, it looked as though I was gone when I
was clipped by a bullet while swimming in the
river, Et. I know it · did, though I couldn't see
myself, of course. I didn't know what was going
on for a few minutes, and if it had not been for
Joe Dell, I reckon I would have surely drowned.
I swallowed enough water to last me a whole
day, anyhow."
Wing was in the hollow with the two redskins
and the horses, and when he found that Wild wa:s
with them again he was delighted. But Wild
had no time to ta11< to him just then. He expectE:d the redskins to come on, and he was ready
to give them more than they were looking for
as he had a Winchester rifle now. What he could
not do with a Winchester was not worth studying, and all his friends knew that. There was a
silence for the space of five minutes and then a
yell sounded from the camp of the Utes. It was
not an angry, yelJ, either, and that meant that
probably Hop had done something to surprise
them.
"I reckon they ain't comin' after us Wild,"
'
said the scout.
"It don't look as though they are, Charlie," was
the reply. "Well, they are wise by keeping
away, anyhow. I am not anxious to thin them
out, but I reckon it is the best thing that can
happen for all of us, not speaJ...-ing of the o'irl
"'
they hold a prisoner."
They waited nearly an hour without hearing a
sound. Then our hero began to grow anxious.
"I don't like this," he said, shrugging his shoulde~·s. "I reckon I'll have to go and see what's
going on."
Still in his wet clothing, the brave boy started
around the hill. He carried the rifle now, for he
thought he might need it. Working his wav
cautiously through the brush, he moved toward
the camp. Pretty soon he reached a spot from
which he could see the camp. Then it was that
he was treated to a surprise. The Indians had
lei't the place, taking teepees and all they possessed with them.
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the boy, under his
breath. "That is what I call pretty quick work.
I wonder where Hop is ? "
But the Chinaman was nowhere to be seen so
it looked very much as though he had gone ~ith
the Indians. Wild turned and hurried back to
his waiting companions.
"The redskins have gone!" he exclaimed. "Come
on! We must follow them. We mustn't allow
them to reach any kind of a strong·hold. The
White Flower of the Utes must be rescued!"
"That's it, Wild!" cried Joe Dell. "The1 · must
not get to some place that will 1;ive tre ,11 the
chance to hold us off. We must :atch them in
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"Heap much medicine man!-'' said the chief.
"You go :,vith us to fine place in mountains. Keep
the enemies of Elk Hoof away."
"Allee light," nodded the Chinaman; "me likee
go. Me makee um Utes allee samee whip um
palefaces. Me no likee white man so be· me no
likee l\felican man. Me allee sa~ee likee um
leclskins."
The braves were already making preparations
for a hasty departure. The horses were saddled
ii~ a jiffy-those that saddles were used upon
did, we should say, for there were not many of
them. Then the teepees were taken down, and
~way went the whole band of Utes the chief ridrng, with the white gil'l before hi~ on his horse
Hop was given a horse, too, for the braves wer~
With
Solid
CHAPTER X.-Hop Makes Himself
of him, since he had done such wonderful
afraid
the Utes.
t~ings. The_ Chinaman knew it was right for
them,. so long as he was on such
Hop was just going to perform a sleight-of- hun to g:o with
_w1th the redskms, and he relied on Wild
hand trick to hold the attention of the Indians, terms
his partners and the Halfb1·eed Trailer to
while Charlie and Jim worked a scheme to res- and
appea1· later on and help him in cany:ing out his
,:;ue the prisoners, when the guards sounded the plans.
alarm of the escape of om· hero and the HalfThose of the Utes who had no horses led the
breed Trailer. The Chinaman made out that he way,
of them ca.1Tying the canoes they had
was as much surprised as any of the redskins, come some
the river in with them and others
and he took his position close beside the chief pretty down
well loaded with their suppli~s. Old Elk
·without delay.
-t~ought_ he was performing a clever trick
"Whattee mattee ?" he asked, looking at Elk Hoof
by makmg this move. He had no idea how many
Hoof.
palefaces there were after him, and the loss he
But the chief paid no attention to him, for he had already sustained made him feel cautious
two
the
that
was too excited for that. To hear
about getting into any further fighting with them.
palefaces had got away was enough to wo1·k up Wh~t he really intended to do now was to go on
a
his mind, and he ran about, giving orders for
unt1l he came to some place that he knew he
search to be made. Hop did not attempt to get would be able to hold against the palefaces.
away. He felt pretty certain that Wild and his
There were p-lanty of such in that part of the
:partners would manage to escape, and he meant country, and he was well aware of it, as he had
to stay and release the girl if there was a way been . there l:llany times before. After leaving
of doing it. He sat clown before the teepee of the river behind them, the way became wilder and
the chief and puffed away at his cigar, as though more rugged. There was no trail to follow. It
the excitement was merely something he was seemed as though man had never set foot there
used to seeing. Only three shots were fired and ?efore, so wild all;d lonesome did it appear. MakHop knew that one of them came frorr{ his mg P!etty good time, the Indians kept on. Those
friends.
carrymg loads on foot kept up a jog trot for
"Ley gittee 'way allee light," he muttered, as over an hour, for they were strong and endurinr.r
he turned his gaze to the teepee where the girl and the grit of an Indian will keep him at it f;;
was confined. "Me like to gitte um White Flower a long time.
·
of um Utes, but um ledskins watchee allee samee
"Velly rtjcee land, so be," said Ho-p to the chief
velly muchee. No lettee havee um chance so as they rode along, the river being lost to vie~
/
b e. "
in the distance.
The _braves came running quickly back, with
"Yes," answered Elk Hoof, looking at him
the chief among them, and then Hop thought he keenly. "Palefaces no find, if they no come
had better give them a little something in the soon."
way of a surprise. He had prepared himself to
"Melican ml:lns a)lee samee no gooclee!" Hop
do a few things that were bom1d to my,stify the declared, shakmg his head. "Me no likee."
suddenly
he
when
and
superstitious redskins,
"How many palefaces come?" the chief asked
pul!0d a bottle from his pocket and threw it care- "You heap much medicine man; you tell Elk
paused
them
of
lessly on the gl'ound the majority
·
Hoof."
and looked at him.
in a thoughtful
over
finge1·s
his
counted
Hop
more
nothing
·walking to the bottle, which was
way and then answered:
than one that had contained whisky but was now·
"Allee samee seven comee. Levi all shootee
empty, he dropped the big silk handkerchief over velly mnchee stlaig·ht, too, so be. Hit um ledskin
it and sat clown beside it. Then he made out evely time! Havee Jool,ee outee, so be."
that he was trying- to wrap the bottle in the handTl;~n Hop produced a c~rnple more cigars,
kerchief, and when he had succeeded in. cloing it hanamg
one over to the c1uef and placing the
he offered it to the nearest Indian. The brave other in his mouth. Elk Hoof was more than
took it and promptly started to remove the hand- pleased at this.
kerchief, which was just what Hop wanted him
"Chinee merlicine man heap much goodee," heto do. When the Ute found that it was not the
bottle that he had unwrapped, but a piece of grunted:
"Elk Hoof velly muchee goodee,'' Hop anwood, he uttered a cry of surprise, which turned
swered.
to a shout, as the rest who saw it joined it.

the open, i:f possible. That is the only chance
we have."
"Unless Hop manages it," added Arietta, shaking her head. "If he is with them, he will find
a way to do something, even if he is a prisoner.
They can't hold him down."
"You :i.re right, Et," said Wild. "We will depend on H-0p to do something, and you can bet
that he'll do it, too."
The face of the halfbreed· had tm'Iled rather
pale, but his eyes brightened at what Arietta and
Wild Raid.
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The girl on the horse with the chief said never
a word, but she listened to what was being said,
and occasionally she cast a wondering look at
the Chinaman. She could not quite make him•
out, and she had not yet come to think that he
was a friend. The band trudged on until high
noon, and then they reached a spot that suited
the chief well enough to take a rest. It was
p-retty well protected in case of an attack; but
the old chief did not stop to think that if there
were but seven in the party of palefaces they
would not make a rush upon them, but would
shoot from cover.
All that Elk Hoof wanted just then was a
place where he could feel sure that he could hold
the White Flower, for he was still of the opinion
that she would bring great luck to all the Utes
if she was not allowed to go back to her people.
It was at the mouth of a wide ravine where
they halted, and the rocks and boulders were so
thickly scattered about there were enough of them
to hide the whole band. in case they wanted to
stand a i:;iege. Hop nodded as he looked around,
and declared that it was a very fine place, indee<l.
The clever Chinaman was getting along swimmingly with the Utes, and he felt that he had
gone about far enough with them now. That
Wild and his partners had not appeared before,
seemed strange to him, for they must have found
out that the redskins left the camping !Spot near
the river.

CHAPTER XL-Wild and the Halfbreed Hear
Something.
Young Wild West and his friends were not long
in o-etting ready to leave. Joe Dell was so eager
to ~-ct on the trail of the Utes that Wild meant
to g·et after t~em as soon as possible. But he
waited long enough to change the clothing he
wore when he took his impromptu bath in the
river and when he set out, mounted on his sorrel
stalli~n, he looked as bright as a new dollar. _The
party , soon rode to the spot where the Indians
had been camped.
"They haven't even left their _canoe~ behind
~
them" said the halfbreed, shakmg his head.
"Weii they are very light, and they could easily
carrv 'them. But there are no rivers back here,"
and he nodded toward the high parts of the 111ountain.
'·There may be a lake," our hero suggested.
"That is often the case, you know. Lakes sometimes -feed rivers, while the melting snow fills
the lakes."
"Oh, there may be a lake back there somewhere, that's true. But they could get along
well enough v.rithout the canoes, I think."
"If they're goin· ter stay there, they might
need 'em ter fish in,'' the scout spoke up.
Joe Dell gaYe in to him.
"You are right," he said. "If they didn't know
they would have need of them, they \l'ould not
take them."
"Well, come on now," spoke up our hero. "I
reckon we'll strike the trail and he off. "They
couldn't have had more than an hour the start of
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us, so that means that we ought to overtake
them about noon, I reckon."
The rest nodded, and then away they rode, our
hern leading the way, with Arietta at his side.
There was no difficulty in picking out the trail,
and Joe Dell, being a good runner, declared that
he could go as fast as the two redskin prisoners,
anyhow. This remark caused our hero to do
some little thinking about the two Utes. He
certainly had no use for them now, and he did
not want to kill them.
"Charlie," said he, turning to the scout, "I
reckon we'll let the two redskins go."
"What fur, Wild?" came the quick quer)'l.
"Because we have no use for them."
"But they'll only jine in with the rest of ther
band, an' then there'll be two more of 'em ter
fight ag'in."
"Well, they won't join the rest of the band for
some little time, Charlie. We'll get there ahead
of them."
"All right. You know what's ther best thing
ter do, Wild. Yer know how I feel toward Injuns; I'm what yer call prejudiced, I reckon."
"Joe," called out the young cleadshot, "you can
let the two Utes go. They can't have their weapons, though. Just tell them that if we meet
them again and they are holding arms against us,
they will ,g:et shot down without ceremony."
"All right, Wild,'' was the reply. "I'll make·
them understand just what you say."
He did, too, and the two redskins seemed to be
very glad to get away so easily, for they no doubt
felt that tl.ley were going to be executed sooner
or later. When they were given their liberty
the), remained standing in the open as long as
our friends could see them. But there was nothing to fear from them, for they could do nothing
without firearms, so our friends paid no more
attention to them. Good progress was made, an<l
when noon arriveri our hero figured that if the
Utes had stopped to rest th~y must be very clo~e
to them now. Suddenly they heard a report th::it
sounded like that made by a shotgun.
"That's Hop," said Arietta. "He is -entertaining the Utes, I guess."
"That was him, all right, Et," Wild answered,
nodding his head. "I am glad to hear that he is
He
all right. You can't beat that Chinaman.
seems to be growing more clever every day. Joe,
you need not fear about getting the White Flower
away from the Utes. Hop will do it alone, if we
allow him to."
Half a mile farther on Wild dismounted and,
turning to the halfbreed, said:
"Now, Joe, you and I will go on ahead and see
"if we can find the galoots."
"Good!" was the reply, and Joe's face lighted
up.
"The rest of you can come along slowly," our
hero remarked, nodding to his partners and the
girls.
The}' understood, so they nodded, and then th~
boy struck out. Dell was rig·ht at his heels, and
soon they were in sight of the camp at the mouth
of the ravine. They could see the Indians movin~
arnunci among the rocks, and they knew that they,
had stopped in a pla<:e where they could defend
themselves pretty well from an attack. But it
was not the ·ntention of our hero to attack the;u,
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The two conversed in whisper:s as they proceeded now, for they were getting too close to
the band. Three minutes later they we1·e within
a couple of hundred feet of the redskins, and they
could see about all there ·was to be seen. Thl'ee
fires ·were blazing behind the rocks, and the
little smoke that came from them was wafted
down the ravine. But the Indians were burning
nothing but very light and dry wood, so there
would be little smoke. Hop was sitting on a rock,
over which a valuable Navajo blanket had been
spread, and he looked like a king on his throne.
The blanket had been presented to him by the
chief after the worrderful exhibition he had given
the redskins, and, puffing away at his cigar, the
Chinaman was now waiting for his dinner to be
brought to him.
Less than a dozen feet from him the white girl
captive was sitting on a blanket, she looking
rather dejected. The chief was going around
among his braves, saying things in a low tone of
voice to this one and that. Wild and the halfbreed took all this in very quickly, and they knew
that something was brewing, which probably
meant no good for either the Chinaman or the
fair captive. They were quite right in thinking
this, for the fact was that the chief had begun
to think that the Chinaman had simply joined
them for the purpose of taking away hi:s
power.
He was also beginning to believe that he had
made a mistake in capturing the White Flower,
and he was now going about among his braves,
telling them his thoughts. It was only natural
that they, all should agree with him. • They all
feared the Chinese medicine man, as they called
him, and as they had lost some m!fil, on account
of the White Flower, it struck them that instead
of being a mascot to them, the girl was a hoodoo.
One old fellow, who had never been anything
more than a minor chief, but who had seen and
expeTienced much, took it upon himself to act as
an adviser to the chief, and when he saw that he
was going to be listened to, he let himself out,
so to speak.
This redskin went by the name of Fire Water,
probably because he liked whisky, and seldom got
much of it. He had not been much impressed
with the idea of capturing the White Flower,
anyway, but had come with the band more for
the purpose of getting the chance to kill and
torture the palefaces they might get hold of.
Nothing would suit Fire Water better than to
put both the girl and the Chinaman to death.
He expressed his views generally, not coming to
the point all at once, and Elk Hoof was so much
impressed by what he said that he invited him to
hold a council with him. Then the two walked
over to a secluded spot and sat down on the
gi;ound.
The chief was still smoking the last cigar Hop
had given hin1, for he had let it go out, so he
might save it until later, and when Fire Water
had filled and lighted his pipe the private talk
began. If the two villainous redmen had known
that two of their enemies were crouching within
a few feet of them and taking in every word they
said, they might have cut the talk very short.
But they did not know this. They talked away
in the tongue of the Utes, and Wild understood
nearly all that was said, while Joe Dell under-

st.ood it all as well as the speakers in council did
·
themselves.
"If I were the chief, I would put the paleface
maiden to death by torture," said Fire Water
after he had given a few extra puffs at his pine'.
"She may, have been good for our fellow tribesmen back in the mountains, but when they gave
her up so she might go back to her people, the
spell was broken. The Great Spirit is angry with
us for ta.king her; but the Great Spirit will be
pleased to have her die."
"The words of Fire 'vVater are words of wisdom," the chief answered.
"Elk Hoof is a very learned chief, and he
knows what is good when he hears it," was the
flattering remark that came next.
"What about the Chinee ?" the chief queried
'
looking hard at his adviser.
"He must die!"
"But will the Great Splrit let him die?"
"Yes. Though he may be a g1·eat medicine
man, he is only of flesh and blood, the same as
the rest of us. He will burn to death and cry
out, the same as an¥ one would."
The chief remained in thought for a minute or
two, and then he looked at his adviser and said:
"Fire Water will see to it that the V{'t1ite
Flower and the Chinee shall die. He shall do it
hi_s way, and the bra:7es will help him. Elk Hoof
will watch, and he will say that it is good."
"Elk Hoof is all wise; he knows what is best
for his tribe. Fire Water will make ready for
the torture. It may as ·well be done before the
palefaces come to fight us. If the White Flower
a~d t~e Chinee are dea4 when they come, they
will die, too. I know this. The paleface maiden
has brought bad things upon us and when she
is dead ~verything will be ~right,' and we will go
to· the hills and hunt and live in happiness. Our
squaws and papooses will soon come to join us
and then more of the tribe wi11 come. In a
months we will have the foundation for a strong
nation that will soon drive the palefaces back
to the East. Fire Water is talking because the
Great Spirit tells him to."
The chief bowed his head, thus admittino-- that
he relied on the advice of the old Indian. ,..,
rhe c~unci~ now ceased, for Fire Water had
gamed Ins pomt. Young Wild West was smilin"'
at Joe Dell as the two old villains went back t~
the rest of the band.
"What do you think of that, Joe?" he asked.
"The scoundrels!" exclaimed the halfbreed
·
"They mean to kill your sweetheart "
"Yes; and suppose they should succe~d Wild?"
"Well, they are not going to succeed. 'We win
fix that. Just wait ~ minute. I am going to
have a few words with Hop and let him know
what is up."

fe,,;

CHAPTER XII.-The Utes Are Whipped.
Hop was sitting on his blanket, smoking and
taking things easy. He thought he had made
himself so solid with the Utes that nothing could
happen to him now, and he was thinking of a
wa:i,, to get the fair captive away from them.
But he wondered why it was that he had not
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heard an~·thing from Young Wild \\ est yet, and have got it in their heads to kill Hop and the
that made l1im a bit anx.io:is. If he should suc- girl, t.i,e} won't wait long. A~ soon as thcv eat.
ceed in getting the girl away from the redskins they will be ready for business. The chie·t' and
he cou!d hardly hope to make his esca:1c with Fil-~ _WaLer are going to eat now, I see."
'l ,11s was correct. Two braves, who had been
her without the aid of our hero and ti e rest.
While he was thin 1,ing it over, he he: rd his name acting as cooks, were fetching· the meat and corncalled in a low whisper. The Chinaman did not cakes they had made to the chief. Anotlwt·
jump, or give a start. He was too well used to brought food to Hop and the White Flower. B,·,
neither of tllem care<! to eat just then. 'rhe Chi~
sud1 thing-is' for that.
"Hello, :Misler \Vild," he said, in a very low naman proceeded to eat his parasol, instead. whil,\
the Utes looked on aghast. Having swallowe:l
voice, not even turning his head.
"Put up your parasol and take a walk back the p~rasol, l-l?P Jet his handkerchief drop ow·
here about ten feet. I want to talk to you," tl 1 e piece of bm.:h-bark that contained the food
brought to him.
came from behind the rocks.
T'nen he suddenly lifted the hanJkerchie1, an,l
Hop understood. He arose from the blanket
ar.d, facing the majoritr of the redskins, held out instead of the piece of venison, burned black,
his cig:ar in one hand, "~hile the other went to that tad been brought to him, there w:1s ::i lwoilecl
his mouth. Then he Sl{)w]y pulled out the fancy quail on the piece of bark. This he took up an,l
little parasol, and when it was all away from his began to eat. There was no deception abJut ic
mouth he raised it and put it over his head. He this time, for Hop had stowed the qua;! in his
walked around in a circle twice, and then came pocket for the purpose of eating it when he got
to the rocks from which ·the Yoice had come. hungry. He was very hu.ngTy just now, but ho
Fire Water ·was watching llim from the corners w:anted to F~ow ~he Utes that he could change :i
of his eyes. While the rascally old Ute feared piece of vem~on mto a quail. 'l'his sort of t'1ingthe Chinaman for his magic, he was bent on made the redskins more timid than ever. and it
burning him at the stake, and he meant to do it. looked as though Fire Water was g·oing to :1a,·,1
Hop was ow within ten feet of our hero, who no easy task to get the braves to sei:ze th .. Cb:n.nman. Hop did not want the111 to get hold of him,
had risked creeping up that close.
course. '.rl1e chief and his adviser ate the;r
"Hop," said Wild, "you saw the chief and the of
dinner and washed it down with water for thev
other fello,\• over this way a little while ago, had
nothing stronger. Then Fire \\'ate1· go-t
didn't you?"
for bu;;iness. He stal'tecl around nmonp;
"Yes, Misler Wild," was the reply. "Ley allee ready
the braves, questioning this one and that, :me!
samee havee lillee talkee."
finally Fucceeded in getting four of them to come
"Well, do you know what the)' were talking back with him, who were v.rillino- to tackle the
about?"
Chinaman.
"'
"No, Misler Wild."
Hop
sat
upon
the
Navajo
blanket,
apparenily
"Well, I'll tell you, then. They are going to
much unconcerned. He had relighted the
kill you and the girl. The old fellow with the very
of his cigar, and in his hand was an obchief is named Fire Water and he has induced stump
that was oblong in shape. Though it did not
the chief to let him go ahead and put you and ject
like one, it was a cracker that ,,·ould fnako
the girl to torture. Y nu a1·e to be burned alive." alook
loud noise when it exploded. The four Utes
"Me no likee lat, Misler Wild."
walked up and halted near him.
r "Of course you wouldn't like it.
Now you just
mattee ?" asked the Chinaman, smilkeep a watch on the red galoots, and if any of ing"Whattee
at them.
them come too close to you, just touch off someAt the same time he lighted the fuse of tho
thing that will explode and giYe them a good cracker.
scare. Then we will run in and g-et the girl and
"Catcbee!" he said, tossing it to one of the
take her behind the r0cks. I reckon there'll be .Indians.
a lively time for a while; but we'll win out. proThe brave was quick enough to do Fo but his
viding you keep blow:ing them up with your big hand
had hardly closed upon it when th; crackel'
firec1·acker.::."
with a report that was almost as loud
".:vle blowee uppee allee light, l\lisler Wild. Me exploded
as that of a field piece. Of course the redskin
g_ottee fom· nicee biggee clackers, an' me gottee lost
use of his band; but the cracker did more
led and blue fire in um gun. :.fe makee lillee than the
that! All four of them went rol!ino- in the
Fourth of July, so be."
dirt, while the rest retreated a few step~. This
"All right. Now don't start up the game until magic on the part of the "medicine man" was
you see that the redskins are going to try to more than they could stand. There was only one
catch you. I am going to send Joe after Charlie, there who did not run, and that was Firfi Water.
Jim and Arietta, so we will have enough Win- He quickly caught the White Flower of the Utes
chesters here to drop the galoots when they start and, throwing a blanket over her head, carried
for us after we get the girl. You know about her to where the horRes were.
what to do without me telling you any more."
"The Great Spilit has whisoored that the pale"Me knowee. " tisler Wild. Me no lettee um face maiden must be my squaw!" he shouted.
ledskins gittee hold of me, so be."
"I will take her away."
Our hero knew he wouldn't, either, and as- Hop
He reached ~he horses and, selecting his own,
went on around, making anothe1· circle, he crept he mounted quickly and rnde up the ravine carback to the halfbreed and whispered:
ry~ng the fair captive with him. It was at that
"Go and tell Charlie, Jim and Arietta to come moment that Young Wild West and his partners
here with their rifles. I reckon this thing has let out a yell from behind the rocks. Bang-!
got to be done pretty soon now. If the fiends Hop set off another cracker and then the utmosa
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confusion reigned among the redskins. Craek,
r- rack, crack! Cra-c-ck! Wild knew it had to be
,:one now, so he gave the word to fire at the
Jtes. But Joe Dell did not remain there to join
in the fight. He had seen his sweetheart carried
off, and he lost no time 'in getting to where the
horses of the redskins were. While the short
fight was taking· place he mounted one of the
horses and once more he was on the trail. Meanwhile, Wild and his two partners and Arietta
were fast shooting down the red villains.
Half of them dropped in less than two minutes, and then old Elk Hoof threw down his rifle
and called out that he did not want to fight.
Cheyenne ·Charlie did not pay any attention to
him, howeve1', and he shot down three more of
the redskins, who were firing their revolvers
wildly before Wild could make him stop. The
chief knew he was defeated, and that his dream
was over, so he brought all his cunning to bear
as soon as the smoke of the brief battle arose.
He had seen Fire Wate.,..make his dash before
the fight started, and it dawned upon him that
the old warrior had been clever enough to foresee what was coming. He meant . to get away,
too. But he was going to do it by strategy.
It happened that the survivmg members of the
band had gathered in a group close to the horses.
The're were less than a dozen of them able to
r;tand. Elk Hoof walked over to them, his arms
folded across his chest and his head down in
token of submission . He lin~d himself with them
and stood waiting as our hero and his companions walked up.
"Throw do,Yn your arms, you murdering galoots!" commanded our hero.
Arietta, bound to take part in it, walked before them as they obeyed and picked up the weapons, tossing them in a , heap. The girl had
her rnvolver ready as she did this, for she was
not gojng to allow anything treacherous on the
part of the Utes, if she could prevent it. They
were all guilty of murder, since they had sliot
down the detachment of cavalry that was escorting the White Flower of the Utes back to her
people, and that meant that they must have no
chance to escape. Chief Elk Hoof threw down a
pistol and knife. along with the rest; but he had
another revolver and knife conceaied in the short
jacket he wore. The treache t ous old scoundrel
acted so penitent that even Wiid was deceived by
him. Suddenly he made a leap_, and, pushing
one of the braves against our hero. he made '"or
the horses.

Passe3 Out.
CHAPTER XIII.-Elk Hoof
;
As qui~k as he wa.s. Elk Hoof was not equal
to Arietta, who had been watching him more
closely than any of the rest had . As he was m
the act of vaulting upon the back of a horse, the
gii:l leaped forward. and caught him by the ankle.
Down he came in a heap.
"Lie right there!'' ,,he commanded, pointmg
her revol;ver at his breast. "You don't get away
as easy as all that, I guess."
The Indian's eyes blazed, but he knew he was
facing death, so he remaine{i quiet. Cheyenne
Charlie wa,; on the spot in a twinkling.

"Fetch him here, Charlie," said Wild, who had
pushed the Indian who had fallen against him
back into the line. "I reckon I'll give him a
chance to show what he is made of, since he is so
desperate. Joe Dell has gone after the other
galoot, and he'll get him, and save his sweetheart,
I reckon. As soon as I have settled accounts
with the chief, I'll go on after him."
Charlie dragged ~he chief roughly to the boy,
and when he got him there he gave him such a
shaking that a knife flew from under his jacket.
"Ah!" Wild exclaimed. "So he didn't give up
all his weapons, eh? Charlie, I reckon you had
better search him."
The scout quickly did this, and he brought out
.
a revolver.
"Elk Hoof no afraid of all the palefaces. He
big chief; fight much."
"Jest try a scrimmage with Young Wild West,
you old galoot, -an' you'll soon find out that ·you
don't know how ter fight," spoke up the scout.
At the mention of our hero's name, the chief
gave a start.
"Young Wild West, the paleface deadshot ?" he
asked.
"That's who I am, Elk Hoof," Wild answered.
"I reckon you may have heard of me before."
"Me hear about Your:r; Wild West," was the
admission.
"Well, what did you hear about me?;'
"You heap much bluff; no shoot good!"
The Indian's eyes snapped as be said this showing that he was going to keep up his biuff in
'
spite of anything.
"All right, Elk Hoof," said Wild coolly,. "Now
we've got you l'ight where we want you, and we
don't have to do anything but take you to the
soldiers. But I am going to give you a chance
for Sour lifo. Can you shoot better than I can?"
"Me s~oot as straight as the stars; Elk Hoof
nev er misses when he shoots," came the reply.
"All right, then. Now I'll give you a chance to
shoot at me, and I'll shoot at you. Give him his
gun. Charlie, and lead him over to the tree."
The boy pointed out the tree he referred to
and the scout seized the redskin by the arm and
half dragged him to it. The prisoners looked on
, with a lit t le more than ordinary interest now.
Since their capture they had remained standing
in an indifferent way, but no,Y that their chief
was_going t_o fight the boy deadshot they hated
so, 1t was different. They all hated Young Wild
West because they had heard how he had helped
put down several uprisings the different tribes
had made in th e past two or three years. All
paleface~ were their enemies when the,~, were on
the warpath; but one who had made it his business to ~hoot them whenever they became unruly
was now before them, with his two partners and
his sweetheart
Right here we will say that Hop was not there
for he had raken it upon himself to mount a hors~
and ride after the Halfbreed Trailer. As the
scout g·ave Elk Hoof the revolver and stepped
awa y from him, the chief's heart failed him. He
was afraid of the d1.?Shing young· deaJshot, and
he was not g-oing to be shot by him!
"Young· VVild West heap much deadshot," he
said humbly. "Elk Hoof is old, and hi:, eyes can-
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-not see to shoot stra~ght. Young Wild West will
kill him."
"Don't you want to fight it out with guns,
Chief?" our hero asked, in surprise.
The old villain th1ew the revolver over to
Charlie, and then he faced the boy and said:
"Me no want to fight with guns, Young Wild
West."
"What do you want to fight vvith, then, Elk
Hoof?"
"Me fight with the knife."
"Ohl I see! Weir, that just suits me. Come
on, then. Pick out the knife you want. I'll soon
show you that you don't lrnow any more about
hancUing a bowie than you do a revolver. I
reckon I wasn't brought up in Wyoming for
nothing. I've tackled everything, from a Siou,-.,::
buck to a grizzly with a bowie, and I can't· say
that I have got many scars to show for it."
Charlie led the chief to the pile of weapons
that had been taken from the prisoners. He
soon picked out a knife that suited him.
"Elk Hoof is ready, Young Wild West," he
said.
Then, much to the surprise of every one there,
he raised the knife and plunged it into his own
breast. Down he went to the ground, the life
blood gushing forth in a crimson stream.
"Ther sneakin' coyotei" exclaimed Cheyenne
CharLe. "He didn't have ther nerYe ter let you
put an encl ter him, but he done it ter himself!
That beats anything I've seen in a good while,
Wild!"
J nst then Anna and Eloise came upon the
scene. Arietta quickly ran to meet them.
"Where is the White Flo,ve1·?" asked Eloise,
looking around and failing to s::;e the fair captive
of the Utes.
"One of the Indians rocle away with her, just
as we got here," Arietta answered. "Joe bell
went after him, but has not retumed yet. Wilcl
is going- to look for him now."
"But '\':here is Hop?" spoke up Anna. "You
are all he1·e but him."
"By Jove! that's so!" .exclaimer! Jim Dart.
"Come to think of it, I saw him making for the
horses while the smoke was hanging over the
camp. He has gone after Dell, I'll bet!"
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
Hop was seen coming toward the group. He was
on foot, and he was limping.
"What's the matter, Hop?" Wild called out.
"Me Jide um velly bad horse, and me allee
samee gittee thlow off, so be," was the reply.
"You were after the Halfbreed Trailer, eh?"
"Yes; me wantee allee samee helpee catchee
um bad ledskin whattee takee off um White
Flower."
"Well, I knew that Joe Dell wanted the honor
of catching the villain and rescuing his sweetheart; that's the reason I didn't set out myself
before this. But I am going now."
The boy hastened to get his sorrel stallion, and
while Hop was telling the rest how it was that
he came to get thro,vn from the horse, he galloped by them and headed up the ravine. Hop
gave -a nod of satisfaction ,,-hen he had viewed
the scene.
"Allee samee makee velly quickee workee. when
me shootee off um fireclacke1·s," he observed.
"Plenty dead, so be."·
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"That's what they all oug·ht ter be, Hop," spoke
up the scout. "Then we wouldn't be botheretl
vdth any prisoners. Now, I s'pose we've got ter
take 'em till we meet somethin' in ther line of
soldiers. Of course it wouldn't do ter let 'em
go."
"No lettee go, Misler Charlie," and the Ce1 e~-tial shook his hea<l. "But where um two letbkin"
you allee samee catchee last night?"
"We let 'em go afore we got here."
"Lat light, so. be? Me have go catchee, le·1.
Me takee my own bloncho; len me no gittee fake
off, so be."
Hop really had it in his mind to go and mr t
the two Indians, for he heard that they we; ,
without weapons and was quite certain that the ,r
would follow the trail made by tl1e rest of t .-,
band. His lameness left him all of a suchle ',
\Yhich showed that it had been affected, and in a
couple of minutes he had mounted his br,mch,J
and was riding over the back trail. He dicl not
go mo1·e than a mile before he came upon the
two Indians, and suddenly, at that.
"Hello, so be, Led skins l" he called o«t. "vVhe1 e
you go?"
·
The two Utes stood perfectly still for a moment, and then, though they were not, arme,l,
they came forward. They wanted his hofoe and
what weapons he possessed, and if they got then
they would probably want everything eh;e Lf
value he had. But he was not going to allow
anything like that.
"You comee light along with me," he said, an·l
then he suddenly pulled out his big six-shooter.
It was wonderful to see the effe-ct this had
upon them.
"Young ·wild West say we go; we no prisoners,''
declared one of them.
"Lat allee light. You comee 'long; me showee
where um big chief is. Ledshins havee bull:1
timee; got Young Wild West allee samee tied to
um stakee; makee bigg-ee fire; go burn all um
palefaces. Hip, hi! Hoo lay!"
The two Utes looked surprised when they, heard
this. But the big revolver Hop had pointed at
them was enough to make them walk along
ahead of him, and in this way they finally came
in sight of the gathering in the mouth of the
ravine.
"Here me come with two velly muchee badee
le<lskins !" called out Hop.
Then he raised his pistol in the air and pulled
the trigger. The report was not a loud one but
when the redskins saw a streak of red fire ~hoot
from the. muzzle they were much amazed. The
two Hop natl brought in marched up and suffered
themselves to be tied to the string.
"Wild let them go on, so it hardly seems fair
to take them again," said Arietta.
. "Yes; but they showed that they was tryin' ter
git to ther gang, so they could git weapons ter
fight us; so I reckon they ain't no better than
ther rest," answered Cheyenne Charlie.
''Lat lig·ht, M.isler Charlie," 1·emarked the clever Chinaman. "Now me go helpee fin<lee um
vVbite Flowei-, so be."
He turned his broncho up the ravine and rode
away.

YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE HALF BREED TRAILER
CHAPTER XIV.-Conclusion.
Fire Water, the villainous Ute, had g·ot a
:iretty good start, and as the horse Joe Dell
:nounted was not a very good runner, the girl
was borne away, ,vith little chance of her lover
overtaking her very soon. But the double burden began to tell on the Indian's horse after he
·~ad gone five miles up the ravine, and· then it
·. ,·as that the Halfbreed Trailer began to pick up.
At the end of ten miles he suddenly caught sight
of the fleeing redskin and hi s captive, Jess than
two hundred yards ahead.
While he had a rifle with him, the halfbreed
was afraid to shoot. ·Fire Water looked back,
'.l.nd when he sa"· that his pursuer did not offer
to shoot, he raised his hand and shouted derisively. Just then his tired horse stumbled, and
ioth Indian and girl were thrown to the ground.
But Fire Water landed on his feet like a cat,
and, catching the girl about the waist, he made
for a cleft in the rocks at the side of the ravine,
which had narrowed do,vn to a ~dth of probably,
fifty feet. Still Joe Dell did not fire a shot. He
r!ashed up to the scene, and as he dismounted,
the Indian fired at him with his revolver. The
bullet whistled past the young man's head, but
did no damage. He quickly got behind a rock,
., o there would be no further danger of his being
hit, and then he called out:
"Let the White Flower go, or you ,vil! surely
lie for it!"
"Ha, ha, ha!" was the reply, with a ring of
'iarcasm. "Y-0\l think me a fool? Me no let the
paleface maiden go! She is go1ng to be my
squaw, or me kill her!"
Dell was very uneasy, and the more he thought
it over the worse he felt about it. Finally he
hegan to grow desperate.
"You let the girl go, and then I will let you
6·o!" he called out.
Fire Water showed himself as he was about
t-0 make a reply, and then the halfbreed fired.
The bullet clipped a lock of hair from the red,;kin's head, and made matters all the worse.
"You shoot once moTe and . I kill the White
Flowers!" shouted the Tedskin. "Then I kill
you!"
Dell knew not what to do. But he made up
his mind that since he was afraid to shoot again
he must wait until Young Wild West came.
Xearly fifteen minutes passed, and then Fire
Water must have thought he had it all his own
way, for he suddenly came out of the cleft, carrying the girl before him. Madeline Peterson
was quite herself, i:ti. spite of what she had passed
through, and she promptly cried out to her lover:
"Don't shoot! If you do, he will surely kill me.
That is what he means to do, anyhow; but not
no11·, unless you force him to it. Oh, Joe Dell!
Why did this ever happen'!"
The Indian held a knife with the point at the
girl's throat. The blanket was wrapped tightly
:nound her, so that she had no use of her arms,
01· Madeline might have been able to help some.
J0e Dell made up his mind that he was either
going to save his sweetheart from the Indian, or

die in the attempt. Suddenly he leaped forward,
his rifle pointing strnight for the villafa. Up
went the Indian's arm. Crang! The sharp report of a Winchester rang out and the knife fell
to the ground, while the arm that had raised it
dropped limp at the redskin's side. There was
a c.latter of hoofs and a shout, and then Young
Wild West came galloping up.
"Just in time, eh, Joe?" said the dashing young
deadshot. "Hey, there, you big galoot of a redskin! Unhand that girl!"
He dropped the girl, and picking the knife up
with his left hand , made a blow at her, just as
she got up and ran from him. The way was now
clear, and Joe Dell ran up close and pulled the
trigger of his rifle. Crang! The bullet tore
through the Indian's breast, and he dropped and
rolled over.
"I reckon that will be about all," said our hero,
as he slid from the back of his sorrel stal I ion.
"What was the trouble, anyhow, Joe?"
Bat Joe did not answer just then. He was
holding his half-fainting sweetheart in his arms
and kissing her rapturously.
"It's all right," said the young deadshot. "Now,
I reckon we can go back. That carcass is not
worth burying. Let it lie whern it fell."
The horse that had been ridden by the Indian
was near at hand, and our hero quickly caught
it. A few minutes later the three were riding
back. They were met by Hop halfway through
the ravine, but there was nothing for the clever
Chinaman to do, so he had to turn and go along
with them. _B y the time they reached the mouth
of the ravine our hero and Joe Dell were pretty
hungry<. Wfng, the cook, must have anticipated
it, for he had a rousing, good meal waiting for
them. The story was soon told and retold, and
.then all hands were ready to set out for the
nearest settlement, so the captive Utes might be
disposed of.
The girls found the White Flower of the Utes
to be much better educated than they had.thought
for, but when she told them that the Indians she
had lived with so long before being captured by
Elk Hoof had kept her supplied with books and
papers, it was quite easy to understand. Joe
Dell knew the way, so two days later they arrived at the Government post. The story was
told, and when the priS-Oners were turned over to
the commander of the post, Young Wild West
and his friends were given a lot of credit.
The Halfbreed Traile1· came in for his share of
it, too, for it was through his dogged persistence
in trailing the Utes so far that resultecl in the
Tescue of the white girl. There is not much
more to say. But we may as well state that a
couple of months later Young Wild West and his
friends heard that Joe Dell, the Halfbreed Trailer, and Madeline Peterson, the White Flower of
the Utes, were made man and mfe, and tbus
ended a peculiar romance of the wild West.

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AFTER THE OUTLAWS; or, ARIETTA'S HARD-EARNED VICTORY.''
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CURRENT NEWS
NEW FERTILIZER.
Senator W . A . Paulhamus, who is declared to
be the second agricultural wizard of the · West,
1·ecently discovered a new fertilizer in the form
of some sort of moss and he tried it on a hill of
rhubarb.
The result is amazing and accorcling to Senator Paulhamus one leaf of the pieplant seems inclined to emulat.e a date palm, standing five fret
high with a spread of leaf seven feet across.
He declares that another week's growth will
enable him to park his automobile beneath it.
Some of the fertilizer spaded in around a calla
lily has produced a plant four feet tall with
great yellow blossoms. The fertilizer is a product of the West and is said to be obtained in
large quantities simply for hauling it from the
woods and swamps.
BRIDGE ACROSS GRAND
CANON.
There is a new thrill in store for tourists of
the Grand Canon of Colorado, says the Popular
In spite of almost inMechanics Magazine.
superable diff.culties a suspension bridge has
been constructed across the Colorado River, at
Granite Gorge, permitting direct access from the
south side to the north side--0r north rim, as it
is called-of the canon, where is located the
grandest scenery in the park, hitherto inaccesHenceforth the rim-to-rim
sible to tourists.
travel is destined to be the most exciting incident
in a visit to the Grand Canon.
The site of the bridge is just above the mouth
of Bright Angel Creek, about 10 miles by trail
from Grand Canon station. It is a narrow gorge
with precipitous rocky walls towering to a height
on the southern rirn of 4,500 feet, and on the
north rim to 1,500 feet hig·her. It is the only
b1·idge over the Colorado River for a distance of
500 miles between The Needles, Cal., and the
point in Utah where the Colorado is formed by
the junction of the Grand and Green Rivers.
SUSPENSION

SPARKLING TAIL OF MOUSE.
A tale that will interest Curator Ditmars of
the Bronx Zoo, New York, was narrated by Miss
Geneieve Allen, head of the Abandonment Bureau at the District Attorney's office. Sh.e told
of having battled in her office with a mouse that
had "a diamond on its tail." Miss Allen was
alone' when the "monster" was seen, but she did
not faint· instead, she huried a telephone book at
the intr~der. Great was her relief when the
mouse fled but O'reater her joy at finding that the
impish little thing had "discarded,,. a diamond
it must have "worn," she said.
The gem was a diamond earring in a gold setting. The stone,. it was estimat~d, weighed half
a carat. To verify he1· tale, Miss Allen turned
over the gem to Acting District Attorney Benton. He put it into a safe to await a claimant.
Miss Allen said a woman client ·reported such a
loss several days ago. How the mouse could

have picked up the circlet of gold is a new kind
of mystery the personnel of the District Attorney's office is trying to unravel.
FINED FOR INGENIOUS POSTAGE STAMP
FRAUD.
French postal authorities expect.ed a .substantial reduction in the number of letters when they
raised the stamp mt.es to 25 centimes for interior mails, but they failed to count on the ingenuity which has been exercised by one Paris
mail order merchant. It is common for mail order salesmen to scan hotel lists and directories
for the names of possible clients to whom they
then address circulars, with stamped envelope;
for ~eply. . N atu~·ally this confidence in the pro,pective client's mterest has a psychological eifect in a large number of cases.
But with the increased postage rates this practice seemed doomed, until a clever Parisian di~coverecl that it was possible to cover a stamp with
a thin layer of mucilage, which with the cancellation stamp mark could be sponged off when the
reply arrived. The postal detectives, however,
happened to open a package of envelopes whicl1
gave off a peculiar sticky perfume, and 'discovered the trick whicl1 re>'ulted in the arrest of th(·
merchant. His good previous record made it
possible for him to get off•with a fine of only 2 .
000 francs, which he paid promptly. The me;chant confessed to friends that he had despatched
probably rriore than 10,000 letters in the last
four months, often using the stamps several
times.
PIGEONS CARRY DRUGS.
Pigeons have been used to carry narcotic d1·ugs
to prisoners on Blackwells Island, said Detective
Quigley. On two occasions pigeons have been
seen alighting in bushes on t he island. Each
time prisoners walked over to the bird's alighting place R-nd Temoyed drugs carried in a sheath
on the pigeon's leg.
A canier pigeon was found recently in the
pocket of Anthony Adamo, twenty-four of No.
240 Elizabeth street. Quigley and his 'partner,
Detective Pastorini, arrested Adamo at the Canal
street station of the Third avenue railroad, on
the Bowery. He was charged with possessing
narcotics.
Adamo also had on his person a quantity of
heroin appraised by the police at $4,000, it is alleged. He offered to sell a grain of heroin
to Detective Quigley for $3. The whole quantity
he offered for $3,500, the detectives said. Aft.er
his arrest he said he had paid $3,000 for his
stock.
No heroin was found on the pigeon, which
Adamo said he had purchased a few hours before purely for his own amusement. Special
Deputy Police Commissioner Simon, who exan1ined Adamo, released the bird.
Adamo's right arm has been amputated at the "
elbow. He admits, the police say, having served
a term in Elmira ReformatoTy.
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Six Silver ·stars
-OR-

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS 01<'
YUCATAN

\VEEEL Y
CHAPTER XI.
The Underground Journey.

The Indians having come to within about three
feet of Al paused, and one who, through all that
followed, appeared to act as leader, stooped,
picked up a stick and traced out the 'fig11re of a
five-pointed star on the stone pavement, then
By DICK ELLISON
looking at Al inquiringly.
"Perhaps he wants to make sure I'm the fellow with the six silver stars," thought Al, and
;remembering that Tony had told him to exhibit
CHAPTER X.-(Continued.)
only one to the Lacandones who met him in the
Al was soon asleep, little dreaxning that once forest, he produced one now, and held it up into
s.o-ain he was to have a night of experiences plain view.
which he could never forget.
The three Indians bowed their heads to the
It beo-an with a dream. Al thought he woke pavement and kissed Al's shoes.
up anl hearing a noise outside, got up, and,
Then springing up they made signs for him to
c t·awlino· under the hammocks, went out on the strip o:ff his clothes.
1llatfor~ to see what it meant.
Their sign language was really wonderful. ToNow as to this part, what actually happened wards the end Al got so that he had no difficulty
is uncertain.
whatever in understanding them.
He demurred, shaking his head.
Al was rather given to sleep-walking. It was
The leader started away, walked a few feet,
an old trick of his from the days of his earliest
d1ildhood, yet it was something that he did not and motioned that Al was to follow him. Then
he beckoned and smiled.
often do.
"No, I won't go!" cried Al, shaking his head.
All he could tell about it on this occasion
The other two Indians immediately came up
was that he suddenly awoke to find himself standing on the platform toward its northerly end- and each seized him by an arm.
There vas nothing rough about the way they
the temple faced east, consequently the platform
did it, but they were very decided. Al felt that
extended noTth and south.
he should have to yield.
"Now how in the world did I ever get heJ·e?"
He walked along between them, wondering
Al asked himself. "I suppose I must have been where all this was to end.
walkino- in my sleep again. What a nuisance.
"If I take off my clothes 1t's the last
six
I'm g;ing to get myself into serious trouble silver stars," he said to himself. "Whatofonthe
earth
some of these days."
shall I do?"
The moon was now high in the heavens, and
He was sadly puzzled, but he had to yield.
the whole platform as well as the front of the
The Indians now hurried Al <tlong the platl'Uined temnle was bathed in its silvery light.
form, passing dozens of doors, and amor:g others
As Al ti'.'irned to start back for his deserted the one leading into the room where his companhammock he sudclenly perceived three Indians ions were sleeping.
standing at no great distance away, intently
As tl1ey approached this the leader suddenly
watching him.
stopped and picked up the longest machete Al
They ·were entirely naked; there was not even had eve1· seen.
He pressed his finger to his lips and then drew
a feather stuck in their hair.
Al could see their faces plainly. He was sure the blade of the machete parallel with his throat.
"He'll behead me if I holler," thought Al.
they were not the priests who met them in the
;'Well, I guess I better not holler. I'm up aginst
forests.
They, it will be remembered, all wore breach it now for fair. There's nothing for it but to
clouts of feathers, and had fancy feather head- do what these fellows tell me, that's clear."
Thus Al passed on without carrying out his
dresses.
These Indians were unarmed; their faces were p1·evious intention of calling for help.
At last they came to a door through which
mild and not unhandsome. They were larger
they entered.
men than any Mayas Al had seen thus far.
The room was a small one, every inch of the
Of course Al stopped short.
four
walls was covered with carved hieroglypics,
He would have to pass the Indians in order to .
with rude pictures.
get back to his companions. He wondered what inteTspersed
This Al saw by the light of two blazing torches
he ought to do.
which stood upright in holes in the floor.
Slowly they advanced towards him, each with
The leader now went to one side, seized a stone
both hands extended.
ring set in the wall, and pulled.
Al let them come, but his heart beat wildly,
The stone swung out on invisible hinges. Befor he felt that their friendly looks and ges- hind was an open space the size of the stone and
tures might be me!·ely assumed.
twice its depth.
"I'm up against it," he muttered. "If those
Again he motioned for Al to unuress and to
fellows want to do me up I shouldn't be one-two- put his clothes in this singua1· locker.
three against them, but I'll fight till the last
gasp, just the same."
(To b~ continued)
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IN SHORT ARTICLES

GOOD LEATHER FROM FISH.
A high grade of leather is obtained from stingarees, or huge rays, which are caught iu Southern waters off the United States coast. The skin,
or "hide," of the:;e fish can be cured and produces a tough, ,durable material of good appearance. Some of the largest fish yield from two
t,1 three square yards of leather. Needless to
say, it is ,vatel'proof.
USE A HEADLIGHT AT THE PIANO.
Here is a headlight that is literally a head
light. It is a light that you wear on your head.
The wries are concealed in a bandeau worn
around the forehead, ana the light itsel: ~t.ands
·
in front.
This lamp was probably invented from the idea
of the miner's lamps, and has been adopted by
physicians, sul'geons and dentists, its (;Special
value to them being that both hand~ ~re free.
Thus you are provided with a flashlight that
does not have to be held in the himd.-Povalar
Science .11onthly.
PLANS MONUMENT FOR HIS DOGS.
At the summer home of Gevernor Baxter of
Maine, on Mackworth Island, Cai-co Bay, ore
buried all the dogs which died while owned by
him, since 1887. The Governor 110w is having
made a bronze tablet giving the name::: and records of these animals. This will be placed upon
the face of a granite bowlder, around which the
dogs have been interred.
These dogs are all of the same family of Irish
setters. The fil'st, and great-grandmoth er of the
family, was Glencore. She was given the Governor in 18G7 by his father, the late James P.
Baxter, of Portland, l\le. The living representative of the line now is a young dog named
Garry.
In all, the Governor has raised about seventyrfive · of these dogs. Most of those which died he
did not 1-:eep were given to friends.

SERMON IN PRISON.
Several thousond men, sile11t and attentive,
listened to a strange senno1, recently in San
Quentin Prison. The theme was "A Man May
Be Down, but He's Never Out.''
The expounder of this gospel was Warden
James Johnston, ancl not cne word of the se1 mon wa,:; lost on men who each in himself struggled with this same problem of whether or not
a man may te both down und out.
Warden Johnston took his text from the doctrine of the Salvation Armv and it ,·-as this organization and its appeal for funds th,it inspired
the meeting. The respon~iveress of the prisoners wa, indicated in that they subscribed $150
to the campaign :it the close of the talk and thi"
amount was immediately duplicated by the prison g-uards and attaches.
San Quentin Prison has the honor of being
the only prison in the United States to hav";,
a working; corp~ of Salvationists within the prisor,, all of tJ,e me:nbers of which are prisonet·s.
This band of Salvationists render services to its
frllow prisonE>rs in much the s:1me manner as
other ~ah·ationiPts on the out~ide do to sqciey
at large.
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TO DESTROY 100 HORSES.
Hor~e lovers throughout the country have been
shocked by C©lonial Secretary ""nston Churchill's announcement in the House of Commons that
30,00') army horses in Mernpotamia are to be
killed because it is too expensive to bring them
110me.
It wag explained that they are mainly heavy
draft horses for which there is no local u,;e and
that they had to be fed on imported fodde,. The
nearest possible markets are India or Egypt, but
the difl'culties and cost of transportation thence
are said to be prohibitive.
Shipping men say it costs $150 to $175 to bring
a horse from the East to England, not counting
horsemen's wages. The War Office view is that
it is better for the horses to be killed humanely
and i:cientifically than to be left in the hands
of natives who would not care for t<tctn properly, an<l no one would suggest turning them
adrift in the desert.
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Ned, The Naval Cadet.
By JOHN SHERl\'lAN.
The U. S. cruiser Texas was a fine armored
vessel of 4,000 tons burden, armed with heavy
cali],er guns, and maimed with 300 men under
coinm:md of Commander John ·woods.
An extensive slave trade, and the most atrociou~ 1,il-acies had been committed along the African 'g·o'd coast of Gumea, causing our go·.'ernme1£ to dispatch the frigate to those shores, on
.a er-ui:;e in scm·ch of the marauders who were
sc01:rging those seas.
Among a half dozen naval cadets who had
beei, commissioned to go with the Texas was a
boy named Ned Fbx, a fine, sturdy dal'k-eyed
feilow of eighteen, whose pluck, good nature and
generosity had made him the pride of the naval
school.
One afternoon, while the man-of-war was going- along under reduced canvas, in the vicinage
o{ the bay of Boafra, the boy stood at the
weather bulwarks with a glass to his eye, intently scanning the dim, distant outlines of Princes
Island, when J·oc Ranger, another of the cadets,
approached him.
"You seem to be yery much interested in that
island, Ned," he laughed. "What is there about
it to hold your attention so?"
Ned lowered the glass, turned to his friend and
rcc1 1ied:
~'It is not idle curiosity, Joe. Far from it.
There is much about that island to interest rrie,
for my only inheritance lies buried in it."
"You1· words mystify me. What do you mean?"
que1ied Joe, in perplexity.
"Vvell, you know my father was a sailor-a
c,,ptain-a shipowner."
'·So you have hinted to me before."
"He was engaged in trading along this coast
with his ,,essel, the Storm King, when his _ship
was caught in a storm and was smashed to pieces
on the rocks on that island. ;My father was the
only survivor. He took his cargo of golcl dust
from the w1·eck procured in trade from the Africans and buried it. Long afterwards a passing
ship picked him up and brought him home. My
unfortunate father barely had time to write a
description of where the gold 'Nas buried and
gave it to my mother when he died. I was t~en
a child. It has always been n:)Y mother's desire
to have me reclaim that treasure from Princes
Island."
"I hope you may, Ned. "
.
At this juncture the lookout rntenupted them,
shouting:
"Sail ho ! Sail ho!"
"\V.here away?" queried the commander,
emerging from below.
"Two points to starboard, tacking south by
•.,:1e~+ sir"
,. •~·,,.hat do y-0u make her out to be'?"
"A large, black, fore-and-aft schooner, sil'."
The commander gained a look at the :;,tranger
with his glass, and uttering a cry of surprise,
he exclaimed:
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"By thunder! It's the Black Bird-the worst
slaver on the coast!"
This announcement caused a ripple of excitement among the crew, and the commander expressed it as his intention to capture the rascal
or blow him out of the ~ea; so orders were rapidly given, sails fluttered up, and everyone became busy,
The Texas glided majestically through the
water, and the gunners manned tµeir stations,
ready for action.
A gunshot was fired athwart her course as a
signal to hel' to haul to, but L.,stead of obeying
this .ster71 mandate she defiantly sent a gunshot
from a masked battery at the frigate, the ball
stri'<in~·· one of the frigate's barbctte towers .
Com~ancler Woods became enraged at this insult, and at once ordered a gun trained and fired
at her hull.
This w...s done and the shot struck the mal'lc
A hole was stove in the schooner's side above
the water line, and she rapidly ran up in the
wind, h1id to, and a flag of truce was shown.
"She surrenders. Clear away the after port
quarter boat, and as it is in your command, :M:r.
Fox, be kiml enough to board yonder rascal and
demand her unc-0nclitional surrendel'."
"Ay ay, sir," answered Ned, saluting the officer.
Down went the boat, manned by five marines
and Joe Ranger, then Ned 'boarded it, the davit
hooks were cast off and it was rowed over to the
motionless slaveT.
Just as the cadet boarded the schooner, with
J oe at his side, a g'un ·was fii-ed :from the slaver's
deck and the ball struck the rudder of the Texas,
shivering it to pieces.
"This is a dirty piece of business!" cried N~d,
indignantly. "You hang out a flag of truce t')
lure us into this trap."
"Shut up!" roared Captain Dirk, brutally.
He raised his hand to deal the boy a blmv,
when Ned struck him between the eyes ,,_.ith his
fist, knocking him down.
The · struggle that ensued did not bst b:ig,
however, as the slavers outnumbered the~1, and
the two boys were oYerwhelmed and bound' hand
and foot.
They were taken down in the hole and confined
among scores of negroes, with whom the schooner
was laden.
Bv skillful man::<.gement the slaver kept out of
gunshot of tJ'le cripple~ frigate, and th~s escaped
to the coast, along which she r~n northward.
All night long they by in their cramped quart ers, wondering- ·what theit· fate was to be, and
struggling to free themselves of the b011,!~ that
held thefr arms behind their backs.
By dint of using his teeth Jee managed to
loosen Ned's thongs so that a little exertion would
se,·ve to release them, but further \<'url-: of this
kind was st-Opped by the appearance of the
keeper.
_
Soon aft.er dawn of the next day a bearded
sailor wearing a skull cap came down, triok the
lashings from their ankles and dr?.zged the twq
boys up on deck with bandages on their <'yes.
A nlank had been rigged thr,;ugh £"n open
gang:,.tay, ne~1· which Captain Dirk 2.nd hb 11,1Pn
were congregated.
"I'll pay you off now," the sl.wer yel1ed at
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them. "You won't ever li:ft your hands to me unearthed a stone slpb in one con1cr of the cave,
again, blast you f There's a plank ahead of you, and they lifted it up.
and you've got to walk it!"
There was a hole in the floor underneath, a1'd
"M:urder us and you will pay dearly for it," goir,g down they found that it contained several
kegs of gold dust.
.
cried Ned, bitterly.
"Prepa1·e yoursPlves for death."
Assured that the trnasure remained intnct, the
The sailors sei.ied Ned· by the collar of the boy;; returned to the cavern with small hopes
coat a.nd dragged him up on the plank, while an- of ever getting the gold away from there, and
other ruffian pushed Joe after him.
carefullv concealed the spot agnin.
It was useless to Tesist, and the two boys walkThey 'then left the cave and went to the top
ed the plank bli11dfolded, and stepping off, both of the rocks, a11d Ned SRW the schooner come out
fell into the sea.
of the mist and head for the bay.
At that juncture a yell of warning came from
Into the sheltered sheet of water she ran, and
one of the slavel'S, to the effect that the rudder down came her sails, the foliage along the alof the Texas had been repaired and that the most meeting headland hiding her from the vie,1
man-of-war was bearing down up-0n them.
of any one passing on vessels ~ut to sea.
As soon as Ned dropped into the water, he
Ned keenly watched his enenues.
sank bchw the surface, tore his arms free of his
They remained thei-e all da_Y, suffering from
loosened bonds, ripped the bandage from his eyes huno-er and thirst, and when mght fell they saw
and arose to the surface.
the ;lavers come ashore and pass into the cavUpon reaching the surface Ned saw his friend ern, leaving but one man on the schooner on
come up, and seized him.
guard.
.
,
.
"Courage, Joe!" he gasped. "Tread water, old
A cunning project entered Ned s mmcl, and
fellow, and I'll free you!"
said:
b'
Ranger did as he was tol~l, when Ned, while he"V-le've
got a chance now to loose11 that ,g
floating, pulled the blindfold from his face, and boulder and let it d1·op down over the mou_th of
drawing out his jackknife, cut Joe's bonds.
the cave, imprisoning tll')Se slaYers, Joe. lf we
He was then enabled to swim.
can do that, we can attack the gunrq on the
To Ned's surprise he saw Princes Island about schooner and overcome him. The whole crowd
two miles away.
and their craft ·will then be at our mercy."
"There's the slavers' rendezvous!" he exIt was a dariiog plan, but Joe liked it, a,nd they
claimed. "Swim for it."
very cautiously crept down the rocks, amt reachIt was a long, tiresome swim, but the plucky ing the entrance to the caverl1, loosened the stone
boys did it, and finally reached shoal water and that held the boulder.
waded ashore.
Down came the rock with a thunder~us bang,
Both frigate and schooner had vanished in the covering the entrance with. so ~uch weight that
it was impossible for the 1mpr1soned rascals to
dense fog bank that rolled over the se?,
"This is a most providential escape," remarked move it.
Ned. "Who would have thought that I would be
Their cries made up a dreadful din that reachcast away upon the very island I was most an- ed the ears of the man on the schooner, and he
xious to visit?"
came ashore.
.
"Do you know where your father buried his
Ned and Joe saw him coming, and crouchrng
gold?"
in a clump of bushes they sprang out on him
"Of course I do," replied Ned. "Let's see ii when he reached them.
They rowed him back to the schooner, and
we can locate it. The paper said it was in a
water cavern on the east side of the isle, under a slipping the anchor, raised the jib and mainsail
mass of rocks resembling an enormous man's and put out to sea.
head. The gold is buried in a pit in the cave,
By the dawn of day the fog •cleared, and they
covered by a slab, which in turn is sprinkled over sighted the Texas.
with dirt. There is but one entrance to the cave,
Running the schooner up to her, Ned explained
and in this opening is wedged a great rock, which to the commander what had happened, and then
blocks the entrance."
· piloted the Texas back to the bay; where they
Passing along the strand to the eastward side hauled to.
of the isle, Ned led the way to just such a spot as
A body of marines went ashore and demanded
he described.
the surrender of Captain Dfrk and his men.
Passing into the cave, which was lighted by an
Under the g1ms of the marines they emerged
aperture in the roof, twenty-five feet above, the one by one, were taken prisoners and confined
boys were astonished to see that the place was in the frigate.
filled with boxes, barrels and cases.
Ned then told the commander the story of his
The cave was doubtless inhabited by the slavers father's trP..,,mre, and Woods agTeed to cany it
they saw by every evidence, and its contents must to civilization for the boy.
'
have been merchandise robbed from different vesThe gold was taken out, laden on the schooner,
sels, as the marks indicated.
a prize crew under Ned's command, were put
It was manifest that piracy was an adjunct aboard of her, and the two vessels sailell over
·o the slave trade Captain Dirk carried on, and to the African coast, where the negroes wu·e
,he two boys began to fear for the safety of the given their freedom.
idden gold dust.
Soon afterwards both vessels returned - - ~
Unit_ed States, and heTe Ned sold his
They made a search fo1· it, however.
Ned xemembered t~e <lfrectiom, and presently golJ and realized a fortune.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WOMEN FIGHT SNAKES.
While picking berries on Canaan Mountain the
other day Mrs. Alfred Perdrizel, 60, and Mrs.
Paul Tournier, 70, both of East Canaan, Conn.,
came upon two large rattlesnakes coiled for action. Mrs. Tournier picked up a stick and killed
both reptiles. The women tied the snakes together and dragged them to East Canaan. One
snake was fifty-five inches long and had eight
rattles. The other was forty-five inches lpng and
·
had two i-attles.
SNAKES INVADE SAWMILL.
An unusual sort of "strike," and one in which
iabor trouble and grievances had no part, is reported from one of the big sawmills in the vicinity of Corydon, Pa., this county. The men quit
,\·hen the mill suffered an invasion of rattlesnakes. Ju one hour recently four large ones
;,:ere kille'l at the mill, twelve within three days.
The men then quit and refused to work until the
snakes quit. There is a den of rattlers adjacent
t0 the mill and t11e humming of the saws drew
the snakes from the den.
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E. H. Dawson, of No. 42 Broadway; I. :M.
Borja and E. A. Sloven, engineers, were pllssengers, bound into the wilds of Esmeralda
Colombia, in quest of g·old, 011 or other preciou~
or valuable mmerals. Thereon vVessan and Mr.
~nd Mrs. Joseph E. Sinclair, the latter of No.
n06 Fort Wi:-shingt?n avenue, were also among
those who will go mto the mountains of Equador.
Max Schwartz, a merchant of Guayaquil well
known for his explorations among the Je~aros
or _head-hunting Indians of the Andes return~
after a serious operation here to restor~ the use
of his right arm, broken last year.
Schv.:a!·tz s_aid that the Indians were friendly
to a visitor 1f left alone to go their own way
but to interfere with their customs meant in~
stant death to an outsider.
They take the captured heads of their victims
and mummify and reduce them to one-fourth
thei1; original size by drying and smokin'g them in
spec1a1ly prepared herb fires.

••
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LAUGHS
"You needn't sit up for me to-night, Maria."
"I won't, dear, I'll be standing just inside the
door for you."
"Ji!'~ins hol~s his head, mighty high this
mornm . Whats happened?' "Just put a mortgage on the mule an' sold a mocking-bird for
$10."
Mrs. Bacon-And did her sui·f bath tfre her?
Mrs. Egbert--Oh, yes; you see, the tide was out,
and it tired her to walk all the way to the water
and back.
Model-Pardon me, sir, but isn't there another
artist in this building? Artist-Well, that is a
matter of opinion. There is another fellow who
paints.

Hicks-If patience was a virtue Loeffer is on~
TEASPOONS TAKEN FROM HER of the most virtuous men on earth. WicksSTOMACH.
Got lots of patience, eh? Hicks-Yes he's been
Five full size teaspoons were taken from the sitting around for about ten years v'.caiting for
stomach of Mrs. Rosie Tucker Cowan of Todd work.
county, near Kirkmansville, Ky., when she was
operated on in Hopkinsville, Ky.
"Why don't you state your ideas in simple lanlVIrs. Cowan stood the operation well. Just
when or how she swallowed ·the spoons is not ~ll:age that everybody can comprehend?" "My
known. Her mind became affected several months friend," answered the lecturer, "what is the use
ago and she went to the Western State Hospital of inviting argument?"
for treatment. She often threatened to swallow
"It takes a great deal of intelligence to amass
spoons or said she had swallowed them, but no
a colossal fortune." "Yes," answered MT. Dustin
laceration of her throat was visible.
Stax, "and a lot more to know just what to do
with it when you've got it."
SEEK WEALTH IN EQUADOR.
Her passengern in the main hardy prospectors
Young Wife-I want you to promise me one
and explorers who will go into the mountains of
South America, the steamer Quillota, of the thing-if we would avoid trouble we must live
Pacific line, sailed recently for Guayaquil, Equa- within our means, and to help me in doing· this
I want your promise that you will never nm in
dor.
The:re were so many shovels, hammers and debt. Young Husbai1d-I will promise, my love;
pieia.;~ board that her hold looked like that of if I ever get in debt I'll let the, other fellows do
a Cape Horn packet of '49 bound for California: the l"U'1lting·,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CATTLE GONE WILD.
To hunt pown a herd of wild cattle l'eported
to be seen on the Ozette Indian l'eservation in the
Olympic Peninsula, Wash., an expedition headed
by C. J. Albrecht, ta.xidermist of the State Museum, is soon to leave for the mountain wilds.
The herd are the descendants of a tame herd
abandoned by a settler twenty Jl:ears ago and are
said to be more dangerous than bear, cougar or
wildcat. The 0:rettc fadians repoTt many longhaired, wild-eyed cattle aTe living in the foothills and venturing down the rivei- courses in
mid-summer. In these grazing lands the cattle
can never be exterminated as the C0111'ltry is too
rough for the average hunter and ca:n be entered
only on horseback. It is now fifty miles from a
white settlement and in winter is snowbound.
The natives of that region declare that on the
sight of human beings the bulls become enraged
and rush, o.ften treeing hunters and trappers.
When questioned as to why they did not ,shoot
the cows or calves for meat the Indians replied
that it was tough and tasted like cedar oil.
A WATCH BOY.
It is 110 uncommon sight to see a boy watching
cattle in order that they may not stray or keeping birds off the crops. A watch boy whose duty
it is to keep a loekout for a school of fish and
who sits in a sentry box set upon stilts is characteristic of Norway.
The scene of this lad's labors is the slope of
some Norwegian fiord. His little sentry box is
made of wood and is perched high upon posts.
Here the boy sits, gazing out across the a:i::rn of
the sea, employing his keen eyesight for the benefit of the farmers, who depend upon him to give
the alarm when a school of fish shall appear.
Thev work contentedly enough in their fields,
confident that the lad will let them know when it
is time to reap a harvest from the sea instead
of from the land. When the signal is sounded the
farmers leave their work, throw their big nets
over their shoulders and huny off to their boats.
Sentinel boxes similar to th.ose employed in
Norway were in use amDng the fishermen on the
shores of the Mediterranean, and it is supposed
that the Vikings brought back with them from
some of their piratical raids the idea that has
been in practice ever since.
KANGAROOS SEEN IN THE WEST OF
YAKIMA.
Kangaroos are roaming the remote hills east
of the Yakima Indian reservation, where none
was ever seen befo1·e.
As circuses are rare in the Northwest, "redskins" who have seen the queer creatures leaping high on their hind legs and with their tail~
are badly frightened and superstitious Je~t some
new power has invaded their domain.
It is believed the kangaroos are from a private
menagerie once kept in Yakima and from which
a male and female escaped.

Now reports are frequently made here and in
nearby towns of seeing the two adult animals
crossing the hills with three little kangaroos in
thefr train. It is not certain yet as to whether
these five are the only ones or there are other
families.
The nature of the vegetation along the valley of the Columbia River and the semi-arid
climate makes this section an ideal habitat for
kangaroos. As they are hai·mless and live on
forage of little use to man and disdained by
beasts, it is the hope here that no one will molest them.
HALCYON BIRDS.
The fourteen short days which end the year
were said by the ancients to be halcyon clays. o,,
those days calm was fabled to fall upon tho
world, placid waters mirrored the sun by day
and the moon by night, for no waves must disturb the halcyons, brooding on their floating
nests. Such was the fable of the kingfisher of
the Mediterranean.
Our kingfisher brings the halcyon days of e&1'ly spring, dropping from the sky in April, spxinging its cheerful watchman's r·attle call, and proceeding to dig its tunnel nest i11 the sandbank in
early May. It has an enti·ance hole about 31/,
inches in diameter, a foot 01· more beneath the
top of the bank, easily known from any other
hole, for in going in and out the kingii~her's long
hind claws drag and leaYe two parallel marks in
the sand that suggest trolley tracks. It is e!lsy
to find the entrance, not so easy to see the nest
at the other end, for there is no nesting matel'ial,
simply a hollow in the sand that may be 12 feet
-deep in the bank. It is poo-~ible, of course, to
tunnel laboriously in as the kincL.+i.sher has done.
lVIore than one ardent naturalist has done this
and more than one has backer! cut with bleeding
face, for the bill of the broodi11g mother Lird is
long and sharp and she defends her home valiantly.
There is more enjoyment and more to be
learned in watching the bird;:, especially when
the half doz.en growing young begin to eat their
own weight in fish in a ,day. Then, from dawn
till dark, you may see the pai.-ent- kingfishers
watching from some stub or nmb tip on the bank,
posing eagerly on· swift wings in mid ail', then
plunging with a resounding $plash for wime surface-feeding small fish. Sometimes tl1e bird goes
well below the surface, to emerge immediately,
shaking the water from it;; plumage ar.d dving
its tTiumphant r11ttle as it flies to the nest.
The kingfishe1· loves the sandy shallows; hence
you may find him watching and fishing alongshorn, either on salt or fresh water. Mostly he
frequents s~clndcd coves, whc1·e woods abounJ
en ~hore ar.d the words of ll'l!'?tl a •l'C nnt so plentiful, though he finds a conve'l'cnt watch teweion the mast of a yacht or the spili:ng at the tip
Our Dumb
of a pier.-Winthrop Packard,
Animal,•.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
RECLAIMING USED OIL.

A new company has been 01·ganized in London

with the object of reclaiming stale lublicating
oil. The waste oil can be bought at prices ranging up to about $100 per ton and in some cases
can be had for· the cost of collection. It is planned to establish immediately a plant near London with a capacity for treating 50 tons per
week, which, it is believed, can be easily collected
in London and other plants in the various large
cities of the Kingdom.
STRENGTH OF THE NA VY.
The total strength of the U. S. Navy on July
25 was 150204, including 12,879 officers and 137 ,J25 men. There were 11,189 regular and reserve
co:inmissioned and warrant officers and midshipmen and 114,772 men in the navy. In the marine
corps were 1,019 regular and reserve commissioned and warrant officers and 21,809 men; and
in the nurse corps 463. The enlisted personnel
of the navy was short 30,512 men and the marine
corps was 806 in excess of it~ authorized
strength.
SNOWSHOEIN G IN SUMMER.
Snowshoeing was a sport indulged in by Norway, Me., people recently, although their friends
refused to believe their story. But two local artists and photographers, in quest of pond-lilies for
pictorial purposes, '*}uipped themselves with a
flivver and snowshoes and visited a bog in Harrison, where they were highly successful in their
The snowshoes prevented them from
quest.
sinking to their knees in mud and moss until they
could reach a vantage point from which they
could rake in the lilies.
SAVED ON ROCK AT NIAGARA.
A. U. Walker, of Denver, was rescued from the
Niagara River less than 1,000 feet above the
American fall recently by 'Thomas E. Ackers.
Ackers waded thirty feet out into the upper rapids to reach Walker. He carried a rnpe which
he tied about the man and the two were hauled
ashore.
Walker said he suffered from a fainting spell
and fell into the river. He was swiftly carried
out into the upper rapids. There he managed to
catch hold of a rock and held on while Ackers,
who was passing in an automobile, waded out
into the powerful current.
Ackers had great difficulty in tying the rope
around Walker, who is a large man, weighing
more than 200 pounds. His rescuer had to force
him to release bis hold on the rock, when Walker,
panic-stricken by his danger, clung to the rock
until d1:agged off by main fo1·ce.
NEARLY 55,000 MEN DISCHARGED FROM
ARMY.
From reports received at the War Department
up to July 28 it was estimated that approximately 55,,000- enlisted men had been discharged
from the army, The limitation to thirty per cent.
1>f actual strenalh on July 1 could not be carried

out at some posts for t'he l'eason that the limit
had been passed in the process of discharging the
men before the order reached these stations. With
some stations still to send in detailed reports,
about 5,500 men over the thfrty per cent. had
been sepal'ated from the army on July 20. With
normal discharges to be included, it is estimated
that the army will be down close to the authorized strength of 150,000 on Aug. l. On July 26
the War Department sent orders to commanding
generals ordering the discharge during July of
thirty per cent. of the enlisted men of the Medical Department and the Quartermaster Corps,
based on actual strength as of June 30. The
U. S. Military Academy was also ordered to di,;charge thirty per cent. of the enlisted men on
duty at West Point. The American forces in
Germany, it is estimated, will discharge about
4,000 men whose contracts expil'e before Oct. 1.
COOLS HOUSE WITH AIR FROM WELL.
A dry artesian well from which a strong blast
of cold, dry air has been pouring for twentyfive years completely nonplussed George Sanzenbacker, engineer of the Newark ·water Department, the other afternoon, aftel' he had inspected
the well out of curiosity, having heard l'eport,; of
·
its unusual natul'e.
The owner of the well, Mrs. Jacob Lowenstein,
is glad these hot days it does not produce water.
She uses the air to cool her l'efrigerator, to dl'y
the family wash and, above all, to cool the how:;e
in hot weather.
The well was driven thirty-seven years ago by
Robert F. Maier, now dead. His house stood at
what is now No. 360 South Street, Newark, N.
J. The well is about 79 feet deep. For the first
ten yeal's it produced excellent wate1·. Then it
went suddenly dry. ·when the water ceased flowing the air blast started. It was pouring out
lustily when Mrs. Lowenstein bought the South
· .
Street place several years ago.
At one time, Mrs. Lowenstein said, the air
blast was so strong that its roar could be heard
for a block, and the neighbors complained of the
noise. In an effort to shut off the supply sand
and gravel were poul'ed into the opening. The
current was so strong, however, that the sa1,d
and small stones were immediately blown out.
In 1817 Mrs. Lowenstein had the opening capped with an iron faucet, so .that she could control
the supply. She had pipes Tun into her house,
conveying part of the air to her refrigerat01·;
then she dispensed with ice. Two other pipes
are at convenient places in the house. In rainy
weather a blast of the dry ail' run through the
place is enough to dispel the dampness.
Clothing- hung before the pipes will dTy in a
very few minutes. Best of all, in summer weather
the air is a most efficient cooling element. A
dozen electric fans could not compete with it.
Therefore Mrs. Lowenstein's house is most popular among her friends.
The air pours forth continuously and without
variation in force. Mr. Sanz-enbacker was able
to offer no explanation of the phenomenon,.
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guards, blows, and the different positions of a good
1,oxer. Every l>oy sbot:lil obtain one of these useful and
instructive books, as it will teach you how to box with·
out an instructor.
No.

11.

HO\\'

'l'O

WRl'l'E

Nu. 12.

HOW '1'0 l\'RlTE LETT.Ens 'l'O LADIES.-

Givrng colllpleLe instructions !'or writing letters to
ladies on all sul.>jects; also letters or introlluction, uoteo
auU rel) ucsls:.
No. 13, HOW 'l'O DO IT; or, BOOK OJ, E'l'H!UE'l"l'E.

- l t is a great lite secret, ant! one tbat ev-,ry young
Tbere's !Jappiness
man tlesires to know all auout.
ill it.
N..,, 14. HOW '1'0 ,\IA.KE CANDY.-A colllplete handbook for making all kinds of candy, ice-crealll, syrups,
t:S~trnces, etc., et.c.
No.

17,

HOW

TO

DO

·1 1ECHA:NIC:A.L

THICKS.-

Conlaiuiug cornplete i11stru<;tio11s tor perfor111ing over
sixty me~llanical t.ricks. Fully illustrated.
No. 18.

110\V

'l'O

LIECOJIE

He<! Dog.
Tlowie Battle; or, .~riettn and the ,\line Queen.

H4!l
050

·•

Commnnding the Cavalry; or. 'l'lie Last Ii"igllt

!Hil

'"

itnd "Digget Dnu,.; or, Arit.1tta'!-1 Dan.~er Signal.

9G2
053

"

BEAU'l'IJ;'UL,-One

ot

the brightest and most valuable little l>ooks ever given
to the "orid. Everybody wisl1es to know bow to IJecollle l.Jeautiiul, both male and female. '.!.'he secret is
simple, auu ailllost costkss.

of the A pacl1es.

Working IIis L1~.;o: or, The Lueiut Gaus: of th~
Cattle Range.
Hunt in the Hllls; or, Arietta an(] the Aztec
JewP!S.

954

"

956

957
!/JS

"

%0

063
064

"

!JG5

'.!.'rimming the 'Trailers; or, Lost In the Lanu
of the Dead.
at tbe Cowhoy Kick-Up; or, Arietta Deating tbe
Broncbo ~usters.
Rc:ping tbe Ranch Raiders; or, T:It-iplng- the
Texas Rangers.
aot1 tlle "'.I'erri!J1e 11,en," or, Ariel tu·s 'l'wo Last
8l>ots.
Apache Token: ')r. Tbe Trail That Led to tb,,
Yalle.v of Goltl.
"S~lliug" the ;<alters: or, Arietta ancl the Deatn
Ch11te.
Trip to J\lexico; or, Routing the Rivet· Haiders
Fight on th~ Plains; or, How Ariettn Saved the
8ertJe11tPnt.
at ''T·wo 8pot" Camp; or, The Bandits and the
Powcter T1·ain.
'l'riple Round-Up; or, Arletta and the Cattle
King.
Catching- 'be Claim Crooks; or, The "Bad" Jlfen
of Beauty Spot.
Pnt to •rorture: or, Ariel ta and tile Apache
A'{'en~er~.

966

"

n11rl tlic Death Sign; or, The Secrpt o! For,rntten
Ranch.
Yo1111:c "·1111 We~t·s Nevadn Vengeanc~ · or,
'
Aridta an,l the Hurie,l Gold.

"

Cowl,oy l _'av:.1lr.,·; or, Ravi Ilg the BPRi1•gt•rl Sol,
iliCJ'8.

OG7

!)08

a,1<1 tlw Ove1·land Express; or, Arietta nnd the
"Gun-figl1ter."
PhlYing l t Alone: or. A Game for Lif,, or Den th
and il>c Dyn>1rnite Gang; or, Arietta and the

969
!170
971
!)72
!17:":

..

!}74

LO\'E-LE'l'TEl!S.-A

Jlll)st cuwplete little llooli:, containiug full directions for
writillg Jove-letlersr and wbeu to use them, giving speclmeu h,tters for young and old.

WEEKLY

WEST

r,A·rEs·r ISSUES - -

Tlolllif>rs of no~d<>11 Strfp.

Gruh St,il\e; an<i Tlow Jt Made n T<'ortune.
ne~ .. h nrfint'f'1•: or, Ar1e1"ti! anrl tlw Danitf"!-1:.
in C'1·ookNl r,111.v 111: or, ~'he l:ndergron11d Trail
rro Yn I\fnn·~ Lnnil.

>111,1 '·\Ln-cl'i.-.t;
nonn,l-rp

!)7:j

Ariel ta

or,

,\llke";

and

tbe

"Tinr~nh'" At

H76

f'h:1:-:inrr tlll'' :.\11':xieHni-:;
fTnl Tlf,;id Hill.

!177

Al'f Pr th<} OPP.th Bn,JHl; or, Saving- Ariet1a Fron\
I hP RN·1·"t f'nYe~.
~11\"lnC" TiiR PnrtnPrs; or, A Hartl F-fgbt Witll

!}78

"

or,

Hp<l<.:)dnR.

l''\ft;;~.i:'.'~· rhe C:11 t-1emen;
USO

·•

The

"rJ•l

n,e 'J'wo-Gun

i\Jining Camp.

Man;

or, Arietta's Branding
or,

Clearing Up

!lP1

T'•·a;rl<, l'hase· or, Ari~ttn anfl tbe ,votf Pack.

!)8~

Hnl<ljn .1:r tile Bill; or, 'l'he li"igbt fo1· the Cav 1
of c:;.old.
Cowhn, AYengns; or, Arietta anil the Mustan'!
J:opf'J'S .
nu<l ··Veh·pf Tiill": or. :Rnffling- lhe TI:1nclit Rm,rl.
Helping- the Hnnters: or, Arietta and the Grizzly·

!18·1

"

!.)83

"

For sale by all newsdealerR, or ,vial be sent to any a,J.
dress on receipt of .PJ'ice, 7c. tler copy> in money or pos~
tnge stamps~ by

HARRI" E. WOLFF. Pub., 166 W. 23d St., .N. Y.

HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
No. 20.
I>Ait'l'\ .-A complete compendium of games, sports,

caru diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitahle for parlor or d.rawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for UJO money tban any book pulJJishcd.
No. 2l. ROW 1'0 lIUN'l' AND l•'ISH.-The most con.plete bunting tlDd fishing guide ever pnblishf'd.

It coa-

t a ins fu 11 ins I ructions al.Jou t guns. bunting <1.ogs, 1 rllllS,
trapping and lishiug, logecber with description of game
null tisll.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wI!I t,e sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy, in
money or stamps, IJy

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,
168 West 23d Street.

New York.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Price Sil Cents Per Copy

Tbls book (·ontains all the most recent ,·hAngos !J f'i~
method of construction and snhmi~siou of R<'enn , 0 ~.
~i.xty I~essou:;, covering every phase of sce11nrio

.-v. tit-

Ing. 11 or sa le by all :IJPwsdenlers an<I BookRtore~.
If rou cn_nnot procurn a cop)', send 11s the prlei,
85 _cent$, u1 money or r,ostage stamps, an6 we wi 1
mail you onP, postage frne. Addr.ess
L. SENARENS, 219 Se,re11th 9ve., New York, N. Y.-

~.
THE DELA-

WARE BRIDGE,Write to Riker & King, Adve1·tisi11g Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Ave:me, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.

PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS

IF LONELY; for tosults, try me; best and
BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. Every owner buys MARRY
most !UCCNISful "'Home Makern; hundreds rkb. wis!i
Gold Jnitia]s for his auto. You charge $1.50, ruako
stric'Lly confidential; most reliable; years
$1.35. Ten orclers daily easy. Wrilo !or l)&rticu1a.Ts marri1:1ge soon;
experience; descrlptious. !roe. "The Success!1,d Club,'·,
and tree samples. AMERICA.N 1.-101\00RA~f t:O., De_pt. :Mra.
-656, 011.kJaud, California.
Box
Nash.
Jer::-cy.
:Ne-.v
171, Etist Orange,
membersl1io freo. Get.."'.
AGENTS-200% pro.fll. \Vonderful little article; soroe- MARiiY~1fLONESoME-Ladles'
two 1nonths 50c. Ono year $2.50.
membership
tJemen's
write
]JOCket;
in
tarry
tbing new; sells lilt~ ,,ndflre:
members vames, addresses 25c. Sweetheart's Corat once for Frett 8am11le. Albert Mills, Gen . .Mgr., 5190 Copy
Iowa.
City,
Hames
Club.
responding
American Bldg.!_Cincinuat_i,~O_l_,J_o._ _ _ _ _ _ __
M~"'
MARRY-Many rich; particul~ra ror stamp.
Morrison1 3053 v,t. Holden S't., Sen.tile, \Va.sh.
ART AND DEN PICTURES
PHOTO'S GIRL MODELS Daring Poses. Samples 25c. PIMPLES-Acne enrpUons, face or body: I \mow the
Do::it:n $1.50. Fish Lute Make Fish Illto Fust. Box ., cause, my internal tJ:eatmeut removes ib; my r;peci.a..1
SpOrl!l Own noolc Contains Jnzzy o::cternal prt>pa-rntlon eradicates a.U blemlshes .nn<l r1.-,
Five $1.00.
2.:,c.
Catal(h.o-uo 10c. store~ natural skin. DookJe.t for s1-&mp. Dr. RoUger.i:..
neadlng, Daring Plctw·cs. etc.. 25c.
135 J~ast 47th Sr., Chlcngo.
Hamilton's Co., Burnes City, Jowa.
WRITE Lilllui Sl)ronl. Station H. CJenJaml, O., it
FOR SALE
you wish a pretty and wealthy wife. Encloso stamped
IF YOU WANT to sell or cx:ch:mge your woperty ~nvclopc.
write me. JOlL'! J. llLACli, 173rd St .. Cblpoewa LONELY MAIDEN. 26, would marry. Write !or vtcra.Hs. Wi!.
tun. Box l 50K. Syracuse, N. Y.
GOOD LANDS IN MICHIGAN, well located. 20, 40 , SIXTH AND SEVENTH B001<5 OF MOSES. Eoptlan
Sulall Jl:i.Y·
80 acre tracts, $15 to $30 per ncre.
sccr~ls. Black nr~. other rare books. Catalog free .
.ment tlown; tnms H 1ow as $10 :Per month. \Ve helo Star Book CoH 9R21. Camden •.N. J,
~:>u, Send for bii:- ll'R.EE book. SWIGART L.A"ND CO.,
Tliomrn.uds cougenlal 1:Htople, worth fro!ll
M/\RRY;
:M-1268. First NaUonnl Bank Bldg., Chl_ca_,g~o~._ __
$1,000 to $50,000 seeking early mnrriace, descrtt1Uon.s,
frte. Seale.cl. Either sex. Send
111tr0Uuctlou.s
1,hotos.
HELP WANTED
no monc"y, Address S1andarc1 Cor. Ch1b. Cro.yslake. HI.
\VANTED-1.500 R:..iiwny 'l'raffic lnspcc-tors: 110 e:xpe111.atriwon..lal vaner 1mb!iahcd.
MARRIEO-llest
GET
ricoce: train for Ulis profession thru spare ttme bome .
A.m«ican Distributor, Suit• 217,
Mn.fled FREE.
l'i:udy; easy tenus; $110 to $~00 mou!hly and expansea
}'l'una.
, :1aranteecl, or tnooey bnek. Outdoors; local or tru~1- B~•: 1r,-viJle.
1ng; Under big meu , 1•,1>0 rewurd abllity, Get Freo MARRY-MARRIAllE DIRECTORY wll.h photos and
St~1H.lar<l llusinl'ss Tralniug Inst . .
lfooklet, CM.·101.
descriptions free. l'ay when married. The Excllangit,
Kansa~ Cuy, ~to.
~ ti t. f;i-4.,.
:Buffalo. N. Y.
- For siieedy marriage, sbsolutely the best,
MARRY
1\1 EN WANTED for Detective \York. B.xverlence uolargest in the country ; est.al>Ushed .16 yeors; thou•
Jlecessiuy. ·w rite J. Utinor_ Fonn1;1r U. ::i Ucvt De-,,
sand,.,. wealthy me~uber~. both sexe3, wi:ihing NltlY
tertlv-e. 132, St. Louis, Mo.
nui.rnagt" ; confidential: tloscr1ptious free. The Old ReBE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men nnd women liuble C'lun, '!.frs . ,vrubel. Box 26. OakHrnd, Cal.
ro, scc.ret invt'Stign.tion in your clistri~t. \\'rite C T
••cHJCAGo LONESOME CLUB." Thousands lonely
Lut.iwlg, 52.1 We.:;tovcr DlUg... Kansas City, Mo.
or1es bt>long, Seu.I stamtieU envelo_pe. 2928 Broadwa,y,
OETECTiVES earn big money Travel nnd good op- Chicago. 111.
0
_' EALTHV, i.OVING WlfE. wr!to
Detr~~r:le1',Ii~;~erican IF YO ~U_ W_A_N_T_A_ W
Si!fi~~\unipc~rhr~{;~l1io~~wDe~~-u
Enclose atnmpec.l en·
Violet Raya, Detw.l!on, Ohio.
LADIES WANTED. iind M'EN, too , to adUl'es':! envel· velope.
ope:; and moll ac.lvertlsiug matter an home for large YOUNG.MAN~ '27 ye-ars olJ.. wishes to corres11ond with
n1ail orUer firms, spare m· whole tfrne, Can rnake
1·t1tlm•d lady with Ol~nty or means; object matrimony.
$10 to $35 wldy. !\o ca11ital ~01· 1.•)~l)l'l'lence 1·~auired
Addrc~s. :?82 "Bank St., Box Go , --w;:nerbm·y, C'onn.
Ilook explains ererything; send 10 cts. 10 cover postage,
1'so J,oull<o (sold by drngSTOP7'ALLI!'JG HAIR.
t!tc. Ward Pu'b. ('o., 'J'ilton. N. R.
gists) under guarantee. Amaz.ing success, new haiz
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Great c!~1uand for gtowth~ when all else failed. Proot box maUed 10
men and women. Fasclnatiug work, Particulars free. ~tuts. Kotalko offl.ces. BG-3'I~~tation X, New Yot:k.
"'rite, Amel"icnu Detective S):stem, l068 Bro11dway,
:'\ew York.
SCIENTIFIC
Seprl
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
birthdate and dime !or trial reading, Eddy, 4307
73.
.Apartment
Mo.
CJty,
Kansas
Jt•fr'er-;on.
"aTORIES, POEMS. PLAYS. etC'., are wanted for publicntion. b'ubm1i MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515
SONGWRITERS
i1annibal, Mo.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We will oom'.PC>Mt ruusle, ~ecure copyright. and print. Submit
MISCELLANEOUS
JOO MONEY-MAICING SECRETS, ama1Jng luformntioo, J}OelUS on any subject. RETOX MVSIC CO:MP.A.1\TY.
with lot of interesting magazines: samplts. etc. Send 920 S. ),Jiehigan Are., Room 12~. Chicago.
only 10 cents-DIRECT MAIL SERVIC'E, 290 W. GD. SON-G WRITERS ~end (or my free pamp~''SONG
BLVD .. DETROIT, 't>IlCll.
WRlTERS' SEC'RE'rS." E. Hanson. Room 60S, 3810
AMBITIOUS WRITERS st>nd today for "F'reu ropy, Rrondway, Chicago.
America's leading magazine for writers or ]:Jllotoptays,
STAMMERING
~torles, Poems. Songs. Instructive. helpful. '\Vrltar'::J
ST-STU-T-T-TERiNG and :.1hYmmering cured at home.
)Hgest, 608 Butler Bldg., C1ncl.nnatl.
\Y~Iter McDonnell. Hi
Ins1ructlve booklet free.
PATENTS, Trademark, Cop}•riglit-forcmosl word free. PotomtH! Ranlt Tsldg., \\"aslliu1?lon. n. C.
Long E"xperience as pateut sollcitor. ProrJJpt 11.dvtl."e,
rhnrg~s very reasonable-. rorrespondenca sollcited. Re·
TOBACCO HABIT
sults procured. Metzger, ,vashington. D. (1.
STOP TOBACCO HABIT. FrPe ~ample Famous Tobacco
Boon. Xo <.·n.ving afwr .first few doses. Dr. Elden1

ii:

PERSONAL

Big issue wllh
year.
descriptions, :nhotos, uames and addl'esses. 25 <'ent.a.
No other fee. Sent sealed. Box 2.265R, Boslou, M:i.ss.
~1ARRIAGE'

PAPER.

20th

.\-15. SL ,Jo:,e_ph. ).lo.

or Suutr l:lablt cured
cured. Remedy a:ent ou trhs.l.
na1tin1or"'1 Md.

TOBACCO

$1 Jt
no :[lay.
Superb.& Ca.1 PC,

ot

P A C K S O F F U N our"'~~w
Hk ''ROOTER" 10c
or r-:oisy Randkerchiet.
GREAT FlTX. Attract Attention. l's" at Parties, etc.
THE LEADTI:lt. Send
BE
1
\

'1 oduy. onl.Y JOc.

I'!.'ES'l'O l\OVELTY CO.
l\liilersville, Pa.
.1>"-l'L CE)

Work is to be
within
started
few
next
the
the
by
weeks
Delawa1·e
Joint
B1·idge
River
of
Commission
Pennsylvania and
New Jersev on a
suspension -bridge
which will span
the Delaware bePhiladeltween
phia and Cam-den, a distance of
1,750 feet. The
main span will be
be1,750 feet
with a clearance
of 135 feet above
It
high water.
hung
be
will
from two thirtyinch cables, each
made up of lG,531 wil'es, 0.192
of an inch in
diameter, and all
the
of
parts
bridge will be designed safely to
withstand a live
load of 11,990
pounds per lineal
foot.
The main span
of this bridge
will be forty feet
longer than that
of the cantileYer
bridge over the
Firth of Forth,
feet
fifty
and
shorter than the
main span of the
Bridge.
Quebec
It will thus come
third in length of
main span when
the bridges built
or about to be
built, are completed. First is
the Hudson River
3,240
B r idg e
feet; second, the
Bridge,
Quebec
1,800 feet and
third, the PhilaBridge,
delphia
1,750 feet. About
33,000 tons of
metal will be required, as compared to an estim::.te of 47,000
tons for a cantilever bridge over
the same river•

MOROCCAN
WIVES WORK
HARNESSED
WITH OXEN.
Apart from all
j n t e r n a t ional

agreements and
political reasons,
the stranger in
the Spanish zone
of Morocco soon
reaches the conclusion that humane feeling and
propriety call for
an effort to bring
inhabitants
the
of Morocco into
contact with civilizing influences.
The sloth and
existing
misery
among the men
Morocco
of
strikes one on
every hand. They
despise labor of
any kind for the
purpose of makliving.
a
ing
it
think
They
however,
good,
for their women
folk and see no
inconsistency in
hai-nessing their
wives with beasts
of burden.
Frequently women may be seen
carrying their infants in leather
sacks slung at
sides while they
are attached to
the same yoke as
a decrepit bullock or a consumtive cow dragging a clumsy
cart. · B e h i n d
them their lords
and masters hold
discuslengthy
sions, never giving aid even in
the most difficult
ci1·cumstances.
At night the
men sally forth
to rob in the
neighboring sett 1 e m e n t s , for
they seem inca pable of shaking
off their inbred
theft.
of
love
Many of them, it
~s said, would
murder a close
relative for a silver coin.

WARNING

TOBACCO

'°"

can see obJcc~ amTTe
B,u,bound. Open,om2fHtlong.
away. Given for " " !ling 10 pckJ;;a. Uluine at.15c a peke. ~rite loday.

BLUINEMFG.CO., lU. MillSt.,Conco:dJct.Mau.

Be a Sport Writer!
•

:~~Jledo! (a~~OJt~o:e;;ed<lu:;kl!
common education.). pays bjg-

wlth o>;tra money when acting
nft!rcc, Ol" jutlg-c; presents opr,ort.unlty for uavel-(:-i.11 exJJenr.es pald) makes you ju timato
Kings-welcome
H1)0rt
with
l'vcryv;I.H 're;

man's

happy,

ll

iujuriou~, 110 cloj)L', poi~on~. or h:1hit-for1nlllg drugs. Gu,iranl ,•t•d. Seut ou trial. If
it cures ,·osts you one dollar. It if fuils or
if you an' not p(•rfe<·tly satiNfifl<l. coxts you
nothing. Write for fnll remedy to<lny.
~L"J>J1jRllA C'OJtPAX\", :u'?I, Baltimor(l-, :\(cl.

.,,

congenial,

with

work

4. '\V

O

Ko matter wh~th<>r used in pipe, ciirnrettes,
rig:ns, cheWf' fl. or u~nl in tl1e form ot snuf!.
~upt•rha Tol,ac·c·o ltP1lll\dy contains nothin~

llerr 's a prOf('ssion in constant

real

SNUFF HABIT
Or
Cured or N p ,..

great

opJX)Ttunltle9 for: advancement;
makes you free and independent. Ten dollars is all you
nt>cd. No moro 1o pay until
it by
cam
actually
you
0
Sportwrlting. 0 Offi'clal .,Press

Card" issued to each atudent.
It you arc fonc.l or sports, here's
your C"hance to cash in. Ask
for co11y of .,Straitht Ta Ht."
.A.ddrc:ss Ifap llazzard, Sporting

Editor. Dei>t. 12.

Newsr,aperTralnln~ Assoclatlon, 1123 B'dway, New York

«~;~~~J~~

so ·R ENESS HEALED

aore or open le"1!, ulcue, enlarged nlns,
Pczema healed while you work. Wrtte ror
tr<'e hook and d-rlhP your own case.

A.C. Llepe, 1457 Green BayAv.,lllJw,.uk- WI-.

actor or act:refla. M,,y creat l>rofescional Couraen)y one o! ite kinU-COV-ERS ALL BRANCHES.
lws Personality, Confidonce, Skill and Lella
)Mst how to &'et on tJte Sta..-e. Send 6c postaa'e
for JUliUltrat•d boaklet.. ..AH About Vaudeville."

~ '

J::Ow.cffA°'"iint~· 3':!i:ti!~lo;:..~EL~: ~i~!
OLD

$

COINS

11- -

....._
..::::,... ,
.--·
~

WANTED

$~ to $500 EACH pald for Hundreds ot
Coins dated before 18!!5. Keep ALL old
Money. You may bnvc Coins worth a
Large Premium. Send lOc. for new
Illustrated Coln Value Book, size 4x6.
Get Posted n t Once.

OH! BOY

.Just whnt you want.
Iluve Lors of fnn.
Play nil latest songs.
l i"ool

yot1r

friC'ncl.;;.

Imitate Hird•.

t!i!l

You

can do all this with

~

our wonderful
"SIMPLEX FLUTE." Anyone can play it.
10<>-SEND-I0o
r1n,wro NOVELTY
Dept A, llllllersville, rs.

Don't delay.

co.

~~N~·=Y~,~~=~=~;;;,~~~=""'

CLARKE COI.N

-w~

V
..
~~~~llillli.,.1111111fE81iaibititi...,rSJj~-,,
1
~...,,,---,ir-... S~t1>h!b!~ !fen~~~b~~~r.r1,:-t~ ;;~~".."nl~~e~n?4':e ~e;~';.':. ~~ ~r~
..._ llttle eQnares to the left rc1>reeeu four word11, (20 Is the letter ''T".)
Wbataretbefourwords? Can you workttout? If eoJ sendyoura..nswt".r
Quick. Surely you wa.nt tht1 :tine, new ForJ auto. Send no mo11.1..y.
I have already g!Ten &way many autos. You caD own an auto.

SE..""ID ANSWER TO-DAY
We t1:ot outy iriYe away th!s Ford auto, but huudreds of dollars !n cub and rores
cf othtt nluablc prizes. E!cyctes, Guns, W•:chcs, Tal!dnz Machhlcs; somcti1iDJ!
for everybody. E'"Cl')'one"Who uaswcrsthiscan ha•e a prl=c. ThCt"care no lo!'icrs.
1

Do IN Waal It? :~~ A~t:~~ttEt~~~ -~=~~1T2h~~·no5;:u•:!~~gs ~~te t~i~=dt.;1&~~
Cbicaa-o, UL
FORD WILLSON, 141 W. Ohio Street, DepL 2467
0

D

HOUR S WORK
ARREN BIGELOW, the Finger Print Detecfr,e. was
n1.aldng his usual review in the morning newspapers.
He ha<l just finished reading the press reports 0f the
daring robbery of 1he offices of the T- O~ Company
when theteiephone on his desk rang. Central Officewascaliing,
asking him to come immediately to the scene of the robbery.
Altl10ug)1 he drove his high powered roadster rapidly and
arrived very shortly at his destination, he had plenty of time
to ,.:onsider the 1:iain features of the caEe as reported by the
press. The joh had undoubtedly been done by skilled cracksmen and robbers of uncommon nerve. Sixty-five hundred
dollars in currency-the company pay-roll-were gone. Not
a sin!:le, api;arent clew had been found by the police.
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Free Course in Secret Service

Finger Print Expert Solves Mystery
On his a.>Tival, Bigelow was greeted by Nick Austin, Chief
of Detectives, who had gone over the ground thoroughly.
"Hello. Warren. Here'~ a job
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Learn At Home in Spare Time
Could you imagine more fascinatingwoTkthanthis? Often
life and death depend upon decisions of finger-print evidence
-and big rewards go to the Ex~rt. Thousands of
trained m~n are now needed in this great field. The finger
print wr,rk of governments, corporations, police department~. detective agencies and individuals has created a
new profession. Many experts regularly earn frnm $3,000 to
$]0,000 a year in this fascinating game. And now you can
easily learn the secrets of this new Science in your spare
time - at borne. Any man with common school education
and average ability can become a Finger Print Detective in
a surprisingly sho1t time.
For a limited time we are making a special offer of a
Professional Finger Print o.,tSt, ai.-lut6ly F.....,, and Free
c,....,.. in Secret Service ln.telli-
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By this ti.me, the di5trict officers and the oµeratives from
Central Office had almost given
up the ir:vestigation. After hours
4
of fruitless efforts, thm work
Iii
was at a standstill. They were
completely bafficd.
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With lively inte.-est
to await the resultr- of the Finger Print Detective's findings.
They wern plainly awed at his qt:iet, assured manner. The
adroit old Chief ti"'1self was manifestly impresse<l at the
quick, sure way in which Bigelow made his investigation.
Almost immedi.ately Bige,J.owtum~d his attention to a heavy
table whic!-J had been tipped up on it<s side. Examination of
the glossy ,nahogany showed an e){ce!lent set of finger prints.
The thief might just as well have left his calling card.
To make a long story short his prints were photographed
;ind taken to Central Oflke, where they were matched with
:hose of "Big Joe" Mornn, a safe blower well known to the
police. Moran_ was subsequently c~ugbt and convicte~ on
Bigelow's testtmon}' and finger-prmt pr0of. Most or the
:rn0nev waa recovered. In the meanlirr1e the T- 0 Con~pany
had offered a $500.00 rewarrl, which was given to Bigelowhis pay for two hour~· Wv1lf
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brilliant career for you.
Write quickly for fully illustrated free book on Finger Prints
which explains this wonderful
training in detail. Don't wait unti! this offer has expired - m<lil
the coupon r>ow. You may never
see this announcement again! You assume no obligationyou have everything to gain and nothing to lose. Address
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Name ................................... .... ················tt••••••••••
Address .. . . , ............••.... ••••••••••••••••••••··········· ········•
: Prese-nt Occupation., ... , .. , ........ ,,, ........ , ...... ,. Age ......... "

